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Regents visit 
Faculty sense a 'disregard of attention' 
By Heidi Broekemeier . 
Copy Editor 
The University Board of Re-
gents \\'.as in the spoWght 
Thursday In MPAC as they 
were atttempting to · gain In-
sights Into the concerns of 
UMD students and faculty. 
There appeared a genuine 
concern among the present 
faculty that there has been a 
disregard of attention paid to 
the UMD campus and other 
smaller coordinatlong cam-
puses, compared to the Twin 
Cities. Campus community 
members were on hand to 
present a five minute presen-
tations of their concerns and 
remarks to the Board. 
Proposing two ways of over-
coming "irrelevant ignorance" 
of the UMP campus was 
Stephen Chilton, president of 
University Education Associa-
tion and professor of political 
science at UMD. He said that 
a professor from all U of M co-
ordinating campuses and · a 
return to the policy of the Re-
gents meeting at leas t once 
per year would make signifi-
cant improvements in com-
munication among the uni-
versity system. 
"(We need your) shear 
physical presence to make the 
place feel real," said Chilton. 
Student Regent Darrin M. 
Rosha posed some opposition 
to the representing professor, 
stating that he hasn't seen the 
position as an advisory one. 
But Regent S.D. SallJstrom 
(seventh district) added his 
support. "Visiting campuses 
is Important to actually being 
able to hear what is going on." 
'There needs to be support 
from coordinating campuses 
(especially the Twin Cities)," 
said Ronald Franks, Dean of 
School of Medicine. He pre-
sented an update on U1e ex-
pansion of the program to a 
four year one. He said that 
unlike at the Twin Cities, 
most of the training will be 
done at clinical sights around 
the Duluth community which 
will cut done on cost. 
Regent Thomas Reagan ex-
pressed his support for a 
"rural physician in a rural 
area," and Regent Hyan T. 
Kim of St. Paul, ~as happy to 
hear that it w!U also advan-
tage the American Indian and 
Regents to 4 
Students meet Clinton 
By M. Franklin Jaksa 
Stall Writ~ 
It's.. not every- day that 
you get an offer to speak 
W1t,h the PJ'e$ldent of the 
United States. So when 
OMO $tudents Sandra Tin-
sley and Jessica Avtles 
were selected to discuss 
the Federal Direct $tudent 
Loan program With Presi-
dent Clinton In Minneapc>-
lts on.April 24, they jumped 
at the opportunity. 
'lln$1ey and AViles 
among five students who 
met with the President to 
express their concerns re-
F<ftng the cut. 
Bl federal student Joana Jn.. 
in tho~ 
C\Qn~ With 
fflt Clinton ... IQf 
lpoati~lt.ibe 
it :-.. 
- •. 
'6~~ 
!EDITORIAL I 8 I 
Wrestling cut steams 
student. 
-
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Dancers and drums at the pow-wow 
Photo • Marc Hoffman 
UMD students and community members were the featured dancers and drummers in the 
Anishinabe Student Organization's spring pow-wow held Sunday, April 30. The dancer 
above is Randy Meligan, performing a traditional dance. 
Student health insurance rates 
decrease, as benefits increase 
By Michael Carney 
Staff Writer 
In a year where the cost of 
living has increased and tu-
ition has been raised, student 
health insurance costs have 
gone down. Students will now 
be given Increased benefits, 
while the cost for coverage per 
quarter has decreased. This 
new contract will be in effect 
for the 1995-1996 school 
year. 
A student task force was 
formed in order to bring about 
these changes for students . . 
To do this, fue task force drew 
A&E 1101 
Rockfest '95 coming this 
weekend. 
I CAMPUS BRIEFS 1221 
up a proposal and sent it to a 
number· of different insurance 
companies. 1bere was a need 
to upgrade the current policy 
to fit with rising medical 
costs. 1be result was lower 
costs for increased benefits. 
Insurance Representative 
Bert Dille, a contributing 
member of the task force, 
said, ''This Is fue best that we 
can offer for the least amount 
of money." 
Student health Insurance 
presently costs $136 per 
quarter. The price for next 
year has gone down about 
nine percent, to $124.50 a 
quarter. The new policy In-
cludes major ·benefits in six 
areas. 
The cost for major medical 
benefits used lo be paid up to 
$50,000 but now has been 
raised to $100,000. This ap-
plies only to a small percent-
age of students, but is avail-
able If needed. 
Physical Therapy benefits 
have been raised to $ 1500 per 
year, which is up from the old 
$250 per year. 
When ordered by UMD-
Insurance to 6 
I SPORTS lt41 I REC. SPORTS I 19 I 
Women's tennis in finals. Check out what's happen-
ing in the world of 
ICLASSIFIEDI 23 I 
intramurals. 
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Doomsday cult 
Police arrested the top 
lawyer for the cult sus-
pected in the nerve gas at-
tack on Tokyo's s ubway. 
Yoshinobu Aoyama, who 
was picked up on suspi-
cion of an unrelated, rela-
tively minor crime, like 
more than 150 other cult 
members arrested since 
the deadly attack March 
20. 
Police say Aoyama may 
have broken slander laws 
when he accused a fertil-
izer company last January 
of spraying a commune 
with sarin, the nerve gas 
used in the subway gas-
sing. 
German bombing 
A package handler was 
killed and 11 other postal 
workers were injured when 
a package exploded at a 
Frankfurt, Germany, post 
office. 
The explosion occurred 
shortly before 8 a.m. when 
a postal employee placed a 
package on a conveyor belt 
aµd the package exploded, 
police said. 
Police confirmed the ex-
plosion was a bomb, be-
lieved aimed at the ad-
dressee. 
Skinheads 
Police detained 29 skin-
heads for questioning 
about the drowning of a 
Moroccan immigrant who 
Oklahoma City 
1\vo drifters who had 
been the focus of a nation-
wide hunt in connection 
with the bombing of the 
federal building turned out 
to be an investigative dead 
end. 
bama became the first 
state to reinstitute chain 
gangs. 
About 400 inmates from 
Limestone Correctional Fa-
cility wearing white uni-
forms imprinted with 
"chain gang" got off five 
buses, then kneeled iri 
groups of .five on grass as 
guards placed the shiny 
steel shackles around their 
ankles. 
-.,,...,, .. , .... ._. ............... ,,,,.._, was pushed into the Seine 
JI'.: · River during a march by 
11 · • 'l'J ,I. .....---- •1 far-right supporters. Police 
Gary Alan umd and 
Robert Jacks, whose• re-
cent movements roughly 
paralleled those of bomb-
ing suspect Timothy 
McVeigh, were held for 18 
hours Tuesday ·at FBI of-
fices in Springfield, Mo. 
They were apprehended by 
dozens of heavily armed 
agents. 
Soon scores were shuf-
fling amid the Jingling of 
the leg irons along the 
roadside at the Interstate 
65 exit near Elkmont, sev-
eral miles from the Tennes-
see line: bringing back an 
earlier prison era. 
j - · 141//Versil!I /iJllfcl(fS uma-"i:i: 111 made the arrests in Paris 
• UIA r. and several suburbs. 
,. .,E Sl!lling Sa!un . ... ,.,,." 
The two denied any in-
volvement in the April 19 
explosion. 
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skinheads Monday during 
a march through Palis by 
about 15,000 supporters of 
the far-right National 
Front. 
Chain gangs 
The governor's get-tough 
policy on inmates took a 
step into the past as Ala-
7. A Goofy Movie 
8. Top Dog 
9. Don Juan DeMarco 
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Campus diversity survey identifies problems at UMD 
By Harvest Henderson 
Staff Writer 
The results from the Min-
nesota Public Interest Re-
search Group's (MPIRG) cam-
pus diversity sui:vey have 
been tallied, and whether you 
were a participant in the sur-
vey or not. the statlstlcs it cre-
ated make a statement about 
the educational community in 
which we all live, work, and 
learn. 
The MPIRG survey, as pre-
viously reported by the States · 
man, was adapted from a sim-
ilar survey taken on the Twin 
Cities U of M campus last 
year. The final result was a set 
of two surveys designed for 
the Duluth campus, one for 
campus minority groups and 
one for the general student 
population. The main survey 
was given to a random sample 
of UMD students from all 
grade levels, as well as to one 
large research class of mostly 
freshmen and sophomore stu-
dents, the sub-group surveys 
were given to vartous minority 
student groups on campus. 
According to Susan Cook. 
MPIRG's Cultural Diversity 
Task Force leader, 167 of the 
640 students given the main 
survey responded, and 44 of 
TI-E OM.YCOFFEE HOlilSE A UAPP'Y ·· 
~UR 
$1QQ CAPPUCCINOS 
I
M~-H~ci~~ 
For more tnrormatlon 
Call • 720-4464 
~CQ'lee&Tpatm 
fllae(11l'awayeai,:Jax 
tJJJtOlf 1.pm st• lliMI 
The Statesman ... 
Fun For All Ages. 
200 subgroup surveys were cent because of their sexual 
completed. The respondents orientation. Most of these oc-
were primarily 18 to 22 years currences were through ver-
of age, white, heterosexual. bal comments or glances, 
first year students. though a significant number 
Respondents to the main were also Instances of being 
survey were 87 percent Cau- Ignored. Seventy-five percent 
caslan, 41 percent heterosex- of the harassment or discrtml-
ual females and 36 percent nation came from another 
heterosexual males, with a · stud~t. 24 percent from pro-
small percentage of racial/ fessors, and 16 percent from 
ethnic minority, disabled. or UMD staff/administrators: in 
homosexual students. addition, most of it occurred 
Most of these students said in a classroom setting. 
they had heard a fellow stu- Of the participating stu-
dent make an insensitive or dents nearly 99 percent were 
disparaging remark about comfortable being friends with 
gay, lesbian, bisexual. or disabled persons and those of 
trans-gender persons (83 per- diITerent races/ethnicities or 
cent), women (79 percent), ra- religious beliefs, but many re-
clal/ethnlc minorities (66 per- ported discomfort In relating 
cent). and/or non-native En- to gay, lesbian, bisexual, or 
glish speakers (47 percent). transgender persons. Many 
Sixteen percent of these stu- students said they would not 
dents clalmed to have heard a be comfortable being friends 
faculty, administrative, or with a gay, lesbian, bisexual 
staff member make an insen- (44 percent) or transgender 
sltlve remark about women: person (65 percent). In fact. 
Of the main survey respon- 12 percent of those surveyed 
dents, 31 percent reported even said that they had be-
having felt discriminated come less accepting of this 
against or harassed on cam- group since coming lo UMD. 
pus; 71 percent felt this way This may be relal~d to the 
because of' their gender, 24 fact that 6 1 percent had never 
percent because of their age, had contact with an openly 
20 percent because of their gay, lesbian, bisexual, or 
race/ethnicity, and 12 per- transgender person prior to 
attendance at UMD. In com-
partson, 40 percent had never 
had contact with Chicano/ 
Hispanic/Latino persons, 
while 32 percent had no con-
tact with American Indian 
people. 
Respondents to the sub-
group survey were 70 percent 
female and 30 percent male, 
with an average age of 24 
years. Fifty-two percent were 
Caucasian, 25 percent Ameri-
can Indian, 11 percent Asian. 
and a small percentage were 
African American and Chi-
cano /Hispanic/Latinos. Re-
spondents were also reported 
to be 70 percent heterosexual, 
16 percent bisexual, and a 
small percent gay / lesbian. 
A high number of students 
answering the sub-group sur-
vey clalmed lo be comfortable 
dtscloslng their diverse status 
to student groups, faculty, fel-
1ow employees, supervisors, 
and students. Twenty-five 
percent said they had dis-
cussed their race/ethnicity 
with a faculty member, al-
though only 11 percent said 
they had discussed µie1r sex-
ual orientation. 
Though these percentages 
seem to indicate a satisfaction 
with UMD's climate regarding 
diversity, 14 percent of stu-
dents on the sub-group sur-
vey reported fearing for their 
physical safety because of 
their race/ethnicity . . and 18 
percent held this fear due to 
their sexual orientation. Some 
students claimed lo have been 
victims of hate crimes on or 
near campus due to their 
race/ethnicity (11 percent) or 
sexual orientation (7 percent). 
Other students on the 
sub-group survey admitted 
that they have tried to conceal 
their minority status. whether 
sexual orientation (16 per-
cent), disability (14 percent). 
or race/ethnlcily (11 percent). 
from an instructor or teaching 
assistant for fear of discrimi-
nation or other negative con-
sequences. 
Twenty-three percent of 
sub-group survey respon-
dents reported that they have 
had someone assume that 
they were admitted lo the uni-
versity or hired solely because 
they are a student of color. 
Some students even ex-
pressed a sense of discrimina-
tion within one campus mi-
nority group. the American In-
Surveyto6 
Macintosh® Performa® 
the interviewer. 
6115CD 
$1.,879* 
Includes everything you need to get started: 
• Computer, extended keyboard, and mouse 
• 15- inch, high-resolution RGB color monitor 
• Double speed, internal CD-ROM drive 
• Built in speakers, 16-bit stereo sound 
• Global Village 14.4 data/fax modem 
Includes all this software: 
•4 CD-ROMs 
• 14 preinstalled software programs 
Technical Specifications: 
• 8 megabytes of RAM 
• 350 megabyte hard drive 
• 1.4 megabyte floppy dri•,e 
• System 7.5 preinstalled 
0 Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 
Ready 
for the 
Rock? 
the q , ed and practice your answers. 
prepared to-~ - ·11 benefit National Car 
Rental. (Theyre hiring • nlsts right now for full and 
part time-regular and~ positions). 
•'" {,!
. ., •. ·,.,.;-
' . . . f 
" ..., -. "" :,. . ,1 y, -
5. Srlllle, stay relaxed, and make eye contact-show the inter-
•~that you ~ excellentcustomerservlce skllls. 
fn by sending your resume to: National Car Rental, Human 
w 5 ., Mpls., MN 55435. 
CONTINENTAL SKI SHOP 
1305 E. 1ST ST. DULUTH, MN 
728-4466 
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Regents: Difference in funding for interpretors 
From 1 
other mlnortty programs on 
the UMD campus. 
Another noted dlfference 
from UMD and the Twin Cities 
was the . funding for interpre-
tors. Since the agency that 
once supported the UMD Ac-
cess Center's interpretors has 
been cut. Penny Cragun, di-
rector of the UMD Access Cen-
ter. requested support from 
central administration. 
"UMD 1s a good place to 
work. in most cases," said 
Ellen Kinnear, a director at 
the UMD library. "People are 
treated differently, and we 
should not allow this to hap-
pen. Funds are not distrib-
uted equally," said Kinnear. 
"We (departments and coordi-
nating campuses) need to be 
equal partners." 
with close to 1,0 majors and 20 
inquiries, said Robert Pow-
less, head of the American In-
dians Studies department, on 
hand to thank the regents for 
their support. 'We have a goal 
of being the very best Ameri-
can Indian Studies program 
in Minnesota and the United 
States," said Powless. Regent 
Kim said she was proud to see 
this program at UMD. 
She said that the UMD Ac-
cess Center setves 10 deaf 
students at UMD with 
$10,000 spent per student, 
compared to $15,000 spent 
per student at the Twin Cities 
campus. Although with little 
regard to the dilTence noted, 
Regent Reagan said that it 
was well noted. 
Kinnear said that there is a 
work overload for "frontline 
workers" at UMD. ''There is lit-
tle compensation for this. We 
are worth more than the 2.9 
percent (raise in salary)." said 
Kinnear. 
Many University Seniors, 
unique only to UMD and in 
their sixth year here, were 
also present to thank the re-
gents for their help. 
The American Indians 
Studies became a major at 
UMD Spring Quarter 1995 
The campus appearance by 
the Board was part of the 
1994-95 tour of greater Min-
nesota. 
GRADUATING?? 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY!! 
Allied Interstate, Inc. is hiring Account Specialists! 
• Recognized leader in the Credit/Collection Industry 
•Excellent salary and bonus structure 
•Paid holidays and vacation 
•HMO insurance, dental and life insurance 
•Tuition reimbursement 
•401k program 
•4 day work week, no weekends! 
•Opportunities for advancement 
•Professional office environment 
Send resume (no cover letters please) to: 
Allied Interstate, Inc. 
435 Ford Road, Suite 800 
Minneapolis., MN 55426 
or call: (800) 447-2934 
ask for: Jeff Swedberg 
Update your summer address by May 17 
to receive these important mailings from Student Support Services 
• in June 
• in June 
• in August 
Financial aid award letter for next fall 
Year-end transcript with spring grades 
Fall fee statement 
Use a computer terminal to change your own 
address on the 
Student Access System 
OR 
D 
drop this form off at the Darland Information Desk. 
My summer mailing address is: 
Name ________________________ _ 
ID# ________ Social Security # _. ________ _ 
. 
Address _____________________ _ 
City _____________________ _ 
State ____________ Zipcode --------
DROP THIS FORM OFF AT THE DARLAND 
INFORMATION DESK. 
. 
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Your What 
Hurts? 
Megan 
Ross 
I don't know about the rest 
of you, but watching the news 
and reading the newspaper 
really gets to me sometimes. 
Actually. most of the time. 
There are so many negative 
and awful things going on in 
the world today. it can be 
pretty depressing tuning in 
night ¢\:er night. I do read the 
newspaper and, when I really 
feel like torturing myself. I oc-
casionally tune into a local 
news broadcast because I like 
to know what's happening 
around me. 
It isn't just the subject 
matter of the news that both-
ers me. it's the media. That may sound kind of 
strange corning from a person who is a journalism 
minor and works at a newspaper. but it is the truth. 
I developed this opinion long before I ever consid-
ered working for: a newspaper and it is an opinion I 
continue to hold. I am appalled by television report-
ers who stick a camera in the face of a victim of a 
tragic event or in the faces of a family who have lost 
a loved one. I, for one, do not care to see another re-
porter who. in the name of ratings. asks a crying 
and devastated person, "How do you feel about your 
husband being murdered?" 
Two weeks ago, I forgot one of my textbooks at 
home, so I made a quick trip home to get it and to 
grab a bite to eat. I switched the television on as I 
was eating and I was greeted by Tom Brokaw with 
late-breaking news. Before he even said a word, I got 
nervous. Whatever he w.as going to say, it could not 
be good news. I guess I've been conditioned to think 
that the major networks would not interrupt their 
programing to announce anything optimistic or 
heartwarming. Aside from O.J. Stmpson trial up-
dates and the occasional presidential address, both 
of which we could do with less of. Tom Brokaw in 
the middle of the day equals bad news. This was no 
exception - it was at this time that I learned of the 
bombing in Oklahoma City. 
As he started to report what little information was 
available and show live footage of the wreckage and 
the victtms, I was completely shocked and saddened 
by the destruction I saw. What bothered me, in a 
completely different way from the actual bombing, 
was the activities of the journalists on the scene and 
in the studio. 
What was the point of the continuous coverage? 
Updates every hour, or every 10 minutes if the situ-
ation warranted it, would have been suiflcient. Foot-
age of dazed and bloody victims, crying family and 
friends of the victims, and rescue workers running 
for their lives because there were reports of another 
bomb in the building was totally uncalled for. 
In an attempt, I assume. to keep the public in-
formed, reports that three men of Middle Eastern 
descent were seen near the scene shortly before the 
bomb exploded began circulating. These accounts 
were found to be inaccurate and, as we now know, 
the bombing was a domestic, not a foreign, situa-
tion. It didn't really matter though. the damage was 
already done. I feel for every man, woman and child 
of Middle Eas~crn descent living in the United States 
at the time of the bom1?ing. People tend to get 
caught up in their feelings, and can sometimes at-
tribute the characteristics and/ or actions of one 
person to the entire group to which they belong. 
Hopefully. these people were not bothered or ha-
rassed in any way, but I doubt that was the case. 
Print journalists are also guilty of questionahle 
behavior, asking the same questions as television 
J oumalists, only minus the cameras. I do not believe 
the media should be limited or restricted, but I wish 
that these people would use better Judgment at 
times. Keeping in mind that Journalism is a busi-
ness, nothing more and nothing less. I doubt this 
will ever happen. 
I have learned a lot from working at a newspaper 
and taking Journalism classes - some lessons that 
I'll always remember and others that I hope to soon 
forget. I have more respect for Journalists than I 
used to, I respect everyone who has written letters 
to the editor immensly. but I still haven't figured out 
how to sit through an entire local news broadcast. 
Ro•• ls a junior from White Bear Lake. 
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APAS still not used by all 
Education Department refuses to make the transition 
By Nick Slepica 
Copy Editor 
Imagine if yol}. will, endless 
hours of paperwork, frustrat-
ing number crunching and no 
useful time with your adviser. 
You h ave left the age of tech-
nology and have entered the 
UMD Education Department. 
When education students 
file upper division papers, or 
apply to student teach they 
must list all the classes they 
have taken, all the classes 
they will take, their G.P.A for 
classes within their major and 
their overall G.P.A Time with 
an adviser to help the student 
fill out forms is also required. 
All of the information that 
these forms require is exactly 
what the Academic Progress 
Audit Systems, APAS, pro-
vides. However, the Education 
Department and other depart-
ments are refusing to switch 
over. According to Karl 
Johnson, assistant registrar, 
the Education Department 
and other departments are~ 
"stuck in a rut and don't like 
change." It ls easier, "to stay 
in that rut." 
What is really frightening is 
that these departments. 
"don 't feel the need to 
change," said Johnson. 
The APAS program was a 
major purchase by UMD from 
the University of Miami, Ohio 
a few years ago and has been 
available for the past two 
years. Johnson went on to say 
that, "UMD felt it was a good 
tool to take the administrative 
end out of the advising pro-
cess so advisers could do their 
job more efTectively:· 
Dr. Cindy, adviser to the 
majority of UMD psychology 
majors and a supporter of 
APAS, is completely satisfied 
with APAS and has even 
adapted it to inform psychol-
ogy majors as to who their 
mentor ls in case he ls not 
available for counseling. 
There is even a plan to modify 
APAS so it will immediately 
evaluate and accredit all 
transfer credits from commu-
nity and junior colleges. 
"This takes the pencil and 
paper out of the hand of the 
adviser and student; all that 
number crunching Is done for 
you," Johnson said. "It is 
amazing how many students 
whose colleges do not use 
APAS come to his office (in 
Darland) and request a free 
printout." 
The College of Liberal Arts 
Is the most aggressive user of 
APAS and they are working to-
ward having all of CI.A use it. 
As it stands now Political Sci-
ence, Criminology, Sociology 
and Anthropology all use 
APAS. UMD SenlorJefTHilgert 
has experience with both 
methods. Hilgert was an Edu-
cation major who has 
switched to Political Science. 
''111~ ease and efficiency of 
APAS is far better than that of 
upper division papers," said 
Hilgert. 
The main problem that col-
leges have with APAS ls that it 
takes time to switch over and 
there could be some head-
aches with a new system. CI.A 
ls now extremely satisfied 
with APAS and soon got over 
the mild problems of the tran-
sitlon. 
Another aspect of APAS ls 
its ability to adapt. Criminol-
ogy and Sociology majors are 
commonly coupled the APAS 
report was adapted so double 
majors will receive one print-
out with all of their informa-
tion on it. 
In the College of Science 
and Engineering, only the 
Chemical Engineering pro-
gram uses APAS. According to 
senior Matt Sanders, they 
"have improved a lot since last 
year" and "are more helpful 
this year than last." According 
to the Assistant Dean of CSE 
Janny Walker, "Other pro-
grams are interested and are 
starting to work it out with the 
Office of the Registrar but 
there are some programs who 
do not plan on changing." 
The School _of Fine Arts 
uses APAS but the Art Depart-
ment does not becau·se they, 
"feel it would not work for 
them," said Richard Durst, 
Dean of SFA. The School of 
Business and Economics also 
does not use APAS but they 
did try. "I got one In the 
1993-94 year but have not 
gotten one since," said senior 
Marketing major Matt 
Frantzen . When told what 
they were and wha t informa-
tion they contained. he replied 
that he thought ll would be 
most helpful. 
To answer the critics. soci-
ology head Robert Franz be-
lieves that there is no program 
at UMD that is so complicated 
tha t It cannot fit Into APAS. 
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Gold Medal 
Mineral Water 
$1.79 
12-Pack Products 
Each year 40 million lives, many of them childrens', 
depend on medications made from donated plasma. 
Now you have the chance to save lives and earn 
$140 per month by donating plasma. 
Bt: A PLASMA DONOR .. BECAUSE 
UIB IS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS BioMedical Center 
Addrus U.... City Sul, and l.lp Cod. 
727-8139 
9w Superior St. 
Duluth, MN 
Special Student Tanning Rates 
4 Tans for $9.95 
1 O Tans for $24.95 
7 Wolff System Tanning Beds 
All New Bulbs! 
404 W. Superior St. 
727- 4644 
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I Woodland at St. Marie I Open: M-F 6am-Midnight 
I Sat. & Sun. 6am-1 0pm . 
1 Phone: 728-3665 
I 
Offer Good Thru May 13, 1995 
Limit one witll the coupon 
Limit one coupon per student ....,,,/AUi I 
I Must be 16 years of age or older 
Redeem at Mount Royal Super Valu Only 
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Survey: Enha~cing awareness of diversity 
From 3 · . 
dian Leaming Resource Cen-
ter. One respondent said, "the 
Anlshinabe club was intlmi-
. dating because a person who 
was only 1/4 Indian felt oth-
ers were so much 'more Indi-
an."' 
Many students felt that the 
most potentially effective 
changes to enhance aware-
ness of diversity on campus 
would include more art recog-
n izing distinctive cultures and 
disabililles, as well as more 
sub-group oriented articles in 
the Statesman. 
However, concern was ex-
pressed that attempts to fos-
ter a more positive climate to-
ward diversity at UMD might 
only further isolate minority 
groups. One survey partici-
pant commented that. 
"because the climate at UMP 
isn't sµpporllve, requiring di-
versity issues in classrooms 
may cause anger." If diversity 
teaching is isolated with a Several possible ap-
"visltor approach," it only re- proaches to improving the cll-
inforces "the myth of the white mate for diversity at UMD 
heterosexual way as the only were listed. These include the 
way and others as 'dl1Ierent' continuation of programs 
and 'less than."' such as 'This Way Out." a 
In her speech at the diver-
sity forum held in MPAC on 
Wednesday, April 26, Cook's 
assessment of the survey held 
that "hate crime on campus 
due to race/ethnicity and sex-
ual orientation... indicates a 
need for education." 
Cook is especially con-
cerned that "this ls a rather 
homophobic campus." 
"I saw that many students 
answer:ed 'wrong· on the sur-
vey on purpose (such as het-
erosexual man and heterosex-
ual woman), which made me 
wonder if this was such an 
uncomfortable topic for stu-
dents that they could not even 
fill out the survey," Cook said. 
KUMD radio program about 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 
trans-gender people, as well 
as furthered support of the 
University Lesbian. Gay. and 
Bisexual Association's out-
reach and education. 
Other recommendations by 
the commission on Human 
Diversity include the hiring of 
more diverse faculty and staiT, 
increased suppor t of existing 
minority groups and clubs. 
the inclusion of at least 50 
percent under represented 
groups in search and evalua-
tion committees, and the 
study of multiculturalism as a 
con temporary phenomena 
within other course studies. 
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CLOTHING STUSSY • DROORS .• 
SPOT • 26 RED • FRESH JIVE • SPLIT 
• ALIEN WORKSHOP• POUND 
SHOES MEN'S & WOMEN'S VANS. 
AIRWALK • SIMPLE • ETNIES • 
ADDIDAS 
SANDALS AIRWALK • VANS 
SUNGLASSES ARNET•DRAGON•OAKLEY 
WOMEN'S SWIMWEAR SHOK. JAMAICAN STYLE. LIMITED SPACE 
WOMEN'S CLOTHING SHOK. TON. LIMITED SPACE 
WE HA VE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF 
SKATEBOARDS a ACCESSORIES IN THE AREA 
~I.SO CARRYING REPLAC~MENT WHEELS a BEARINGS 
FOR IN LINE SKATES 
FREESTYLE 
4901 MATTERHORN DR. 
DULUTH, MN 55811 
727- 5157 
BEHIND MILLER HILL K-MART 
UMD STATESMAN 
Insurance: Extends coverage 
From 1 
Health Services, diagnostic 
laboratory and X-rays costs 
will be paid for 100 percent. 
The old coverage used to be 
only $500 per year. This 
change ls the result of the ris-
ing need for MRis and CAT 
scans. 
Next year, when your pre-
scription needs to be filled. 
the insurance will cover it. but' 
it does nc,t apply to contracep-
tives. 
Currently, insurance will 
cover only one Referred Out 
Patient Consultation from 
Health Services. The new pol-
icy gives an unlimited number 
of consultations for a co-pay 
of$25. 
The Dental Treatment cov-
erage will cover 100 percent of 
surgical removal of wisdom 
teeth and up to $300 dollars 
per tooth for root canal thera-
py. 
Considering the costs . of 
medical coverage today, the 
new insurance plan is highly 
regarded. A trip to the emer-
SNYL11E 
gency room costs around 
$500, a walk-in day visit runs 
around $250. and a broken 
arm or leg or an appendec-
tomy can cost around 
$ 10,000. This insurance 
would be able to cover all of 
these possibilities. 
Brochures givtng detailed 
information on the coverage 
are available outside Library 
11 1, the lnformallon J;:>esk in 
Darland, or at the Health Ser-
vices desk. 
Coverage is extended 
through the summer so stu-
dents don't have to find a dif-
ferent company for three 
months. If the student has 
any depencfents such as a 
spouse or children, they will 
also be covered. Students who 
graduate also have the oppor-
tunity to be covered for three 
quarters under this policy. 
Students with questions 
regarding Student Health In-
surance should stop in LI, 
brary 111 and talk to Bert 
Dille or call 72G-6160. 
T R A V E L o r Duluth 
Call 723 • TRIP (8747) 
European Specials 
• Mpls - Frankfurt From $598 
Explore Europe By Rail 
• Europass Youth (under 26) 
4 countries $198 
Europe Vacations for 18 to 35 
Year Olds Only: 
All Day Tour of England, France, 
Switzerland, Germany and Holland From 
$675 Land Only 
Group Bookings Welcome 
tN IS PROUD TO BE PART OF 
SETTING A NEW INDUSTRY STANDARD 
WE JUST INSTALLED THE NEW "WOLFF" ACCEL-
ERATOR TANNING LAMPS. THEY UTILIZE THE 
LA TEST STA TE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY TO 
PRODUCE A GORGEOUS TAN FAST. 
dd 724-8509 
HAIR DESIGNERS & TANNING CENTER 
IN THE KENWOOD SHOPPING CENTER 
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Open Late! PIZZA & STIXS 
Sun-Thurs 11am-1am1 I I s500 I 
'"'·'i>Fri & Sat 11am- 2am I SMALL CHEESE PIZZA $J 9 I I I WITH 4 STIXS........ ............. • 9 
Kirby C11feterla 
726-7867 
11 Wes1 Oxford S1. 
728-3627 ----
,~1a1 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
----Dinner Special 
$499 
MEDIUM PEPPERONI 
I lARG E CHEESE PIZZA I I EVERY THURSDAY CALL FOR I 
-1 WITH s snxs .................... $ 7 • 991 I A MEDIUM PEPPERONI I 
I TAKE YOUR PICK! • .. Pl~~D~~H~t~~:~ST I 
I B c,-,..,.-,..vo,.,,1>_,_.....,,.._,,..,......, I I ml ___ ...__,..._·_ .,.......,..., I 
-.. : • Expires: 5-27-95 I -.. !51JJ. Expires: 5-27-95 # ~-------- ~-----------------, 
$1 
~-"I f a(LATE HIGHT STUDY BREA~ Ill 
"0<"; $ 4 99 I 
Every Day ~UM PEPPERONI I 
I 
I 
I 
PIZZA I lil I PIZZA AND 4 BREADSTICKS I 
I I Kirby Cafe I WITH SAUCE. I 
I I '%;<" ~q_,<o I IDIJI ---·-:----- I 
, .I.fl. Expires: 5-27-95 I '-- u> C, 11.. !511. Expires: 5-27-95 # -----.. -- ~- ----·-- .,. 99 ¢ 8-P•ecc Order of Breadsticks w/Sauce with any Pizza Purchase 
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Ianni speaks at assembly 
By Ron C. Hustvedt 
Asst. News Editor 
versity. According to Ianni, rewards to the University for 
the Legtslature will most llkely completing certain goals; 
be recommending that the such as raising freshman re-
The spring Campus Assem- universitles and colleges in tenUon, raising minotity 
bly meeting was held ~es- Minnesota all switch over to rates, and increasing gradua-
day, May 2 in the Klrby Ball- the semester system by 1998. tion rates. 
room. It was the last one of Since the University is a state Also in Ianni's last Chan-
the school year, and also the institution, they would be tm- cellor report, he had some 
last one Lawrence Ianni would mune to this, however, failure grtm news for students con-
attend as Chancellor ofUMD. to comply would result in a cemlng tuition. According to 
SUMMER 1995 JOB FAIR 
SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1995 
9:00 A.M. - 1 :00 P.M. 
BEST WESTERN EDGWATER 
CONFERENCE CENTER 
23rd Ave. East & London Road 
FULL AND PART TIME OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 
7 
Ianni spoke twice at the "complete lo~s offunding from Ianni, due to cuts from the 
meeting. The first was a re- the state." Ianni emphasized state the University ls looking 
sponse to the actions made at that the legislature was sim- into removing the tuition ban. 
the last campus assembly on ply requiring schools to 'We can't afford It anymore." 
February 7, 1995. After the change over to the new sys- Also cited as possible cuts ls 
major business of the assem- tern, they would not, "be pro- the reciprocity system and 
bly was conducted, Ianni held viding the money to switch possibly canceling classes 
the floor once again to give his over." Costs for the transition that don't meet certain atten-
Chancellor's report This are estimated to be into the dance numbers. 'We must be 
"state of the university'' report millions. more conservative with our 
was a summary of what's go- ' Another happening in the funds," said Ianni. 
Applications and 
Interviews taken: 
•Housekeeping 
•Front Desk 
•Hospitality 
• 
Best Western 
,. Edgewater 
MOTEL SUllES, CONFERENCE 
CENTER & SAVORIES CATERING 
Ing on with UMD currently, Legislature that is of interes t Chair of the Executive 
and what's going to be hap- to UMD is that both the sen- Committee Vince Magnuson 
pening in the future. ate and the house have simi- spoke after Ianni and thanked 
NEW THIS WEEK: 
Ianni gave an update on Jar plans for "performance all the committee chairs and 
the proceedings in the Legisla- measures." These would be members for their service 
lure that pertain to the uni- funds set aside by the state as throughout the year. 
"Funky"aRATEFUL -~ ·A'I· ~-
Dead T-Shirt from 
Liquid Blue: 
Archaeology week comes to UMD 
By M. Franklin Jaksa 
Staff Writer 
Move over ~ndiana Jones, 
Minnesota's first Archaeology 
Week started on April 29 and 
lasts until May 6. 
The Duluth/Superior area 
got into the act with a series of 
events that ran from April 26 
through May 2. UMD's Ar-
chaeometry Lab and Sigma Xi 
chapter ('The Scientific Re-
search Society) put the icing 
on the cake by helping to 
sponsor a lecture by nation-
ally known archaeologists and 
scholars, David Overstreet of 
Milwaukee and the intema-
tlonally distinguished Robson 
Bonnichsen of Oregon. The 
lecture was also sponsored by 
the Northern Lakes Archaeo-
logical Society and the Minne-
sota Humanities Commission. 
The lecture took place on 
the evening of Tuesday, May 
2, and featured Overstreet's 
lecture, 'Woolly Mammoths," 
and Bonnichsen 's talk on 
"Hair in Archaeology." 1be 
event was part of an effort to 
facilitate an interest, knowl-
edge and understanding of ar-
chaeology among Minneso-
tans. Stephen Mulholland, 
president of the Northern 
Lakes Archaeological Society 
and a graduate assistant in 
BUIIQ'P-BERTS® 
SUBS()t--CLUBS 
Where people send,,,., friends® 
We Deliver 
Delicious to 
Your Door!TM 
723-2330 
CUmlte4 Delhw7 Ana) 
234 W. Iat Street 
Downtown Duluth, MN 
UMD's archaeometry lab, af-
firmed the tmportance of the 
lecture, and of Archaeology 
Week, as an attempt "lo bring 
a better understanding of ar-
chaeology to the people of the 
state and to celebrate the his-
tory of Minnesota." 
Other Duluth/Superior 
Special Off er: 
Nana Canvas 
Highlander 
Shoes 
contributions included a 
poster exhibit at the Depot en-
titled "Archaeology In Minne-
sota," a presentation called 
"Underwater Archaeology'' at 
Canal Park Martne Museum, 
apresentation called "the Ori-
gins of Early Man" at the De-
pot, and Children's Archaeol-
ogy Day, also held at the De-
pot. 
New Release! Tuesday May 9th 
"Long Divison" by Duluth's owp LOW 
(}; . ~~~:.: aEl 
SAT. 10-8 
· D U L U T N SUN 11-6 liiilJ 
DOWNTOWN 12 E. SUPERIOR ST. 722-9970 
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Fresh baked french brud smothered with 
over'/, pound ofmeats, cheese, and veggies. 
#1 The Comet Morehouse 
Maple River smoked ham, Wisconsin provolone cheee, 
lettua!, mayo, and tomato. 
#Z The Halleyt1 Comet 
Prime JOaOt beef; lettuct. tomato, and real Hellmam's 
mayonalse. 
#3 TheBornk 
A tuna salad sub made with-Califomla tw,a, celery, oni>ns, 
and mixed i\ our iooedi>le sauce• topped with lettuce, 
tomato, and sprouts. 
#4 The Boney BUlv 
Real turkey bnu aocomp:;;;r by fresh alfalfa sprouts, ripe 
red tomato, crisp lettuce, and of oour,e, Helmam's mayo. 
#S TheTappy 
A truly Italian expenence • made with Genoa salami, C..picola 
ham, piovolone dleese, Jettw:e, tomato, onions, and our own 
oil.I.vinegar~ 
#6 The Jacob Bluefbller 
A vegetarian sub with two layers of dli!ese, alfalfa sprouts, 
11.. ripe avocado, lettuce, tomato, and mayo. · .). 
A mix of ..afood and bacon topped by lettuce, 
~
1'"fl3The Geeter- only$3.40 
II.. sprouts, tomato, and real mayo. 
Three slices of home-baked honey wheat 
brud sepmted by piles of fixin's. 
t7 The Shortcake 
Thin sliced Maple River ham, tomato, and mayo topped by 
provolone cheese and crisp lettuce. 
18 The Comet Candy 
A IOa!t beef and ham de!Jght with cl,eese, dijon mustard. 
lettuce, red ripe tomato, and mayo. 
#9 Theflaah 
A spicy !Wlan dub made with ~kola ham, Genoa salam~ 
and t001ato topped by !11\0ked Vuginia ham, d\ee91!, onlon, 
lettuce, mayo, and our own oil & vinegar d res,ing. 
no The Tullius 
Double theamount of medium rare roast beef, graced with a 
taste of <lllon and topped with provolone cheese, tomato, 
lettuce, ard mayo. 
Ill TheGirf 
Lightly smoked ham, cheese,, lettuce, and mayo on the top; 
real turkey breast, ripe tomato, and mayo on the bottom. 
mTheNanner 
Turkey, avocado, and cnee,e covered with aisp lettuce, 
ripe tomato, mayo, ard alfalfa sprouts. 
..-!I 
Forchoosye.llm, wehavec<lllbinedcre,amy JIFpearut 
114 The Pudder - on1y suo 
butter and Smucker's grape jelly or ,trawbeny jam with our 
fre,t, baked bread. Ctiar.inteed to put a smile on every face. ..!I 
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Destructive technology getting out of hand! 
This world and its technology is really moving too 
fast - especially in the area of mass destruction. From 
Uzis to A-bombs, it ls getting easier and easier to take 
the lives of more and more people. T\vo recent events 
are perfect examples of the fact that we must find a 
way to control access to destructive technology. 
A few short weeks ago, hundreds of innocent lives 
were taken by a mad man (or men) who rammed a 
bomb-filled truck into a Federal Building in Oklahoma 
City. These people were schooled in making and using 
this technology. But should they have been? We must 
be more careful about who gets access to this knowl-
edge. Heck, in high school physics class we were pret-
ty-much taught how to build an atomic bomb! Sure. I 
know most high school students don't have access to 
uranium or anything, but perhaps there was a student 
in my class who took very good notes and later in life 
will become very angry. He may somehow get those 
materials and then ... 
At the tum of the century armies were still using 
cavalry units and bayonet charges in warfare. Today 
we have heat-seeking missiles. aircraft that move 
faster than sound, and. of course. nuclear bombs. 
Recently the Russian government made a deal giv-
ing nuclear information to Iran. The nation of Iran has 
traditionally not been very "nice" about its use of arms. 
Moscow's decision to give them nuclear information 
could be deadly. not only for u~. but for the whole 
world. 
The U.S. government, scientists who develop this 
technology, and the military have to be very careful 
about how they use destructive technology and the in-
formation behind it. Of course it is only a matter of 
time before scientists from every developing nation get 
that knowledge. And if someone in the "in" is Just a lit-
tle disgruntled, terrible things can happen. 
Somehow (if it is even possible) we must devise a 
system to protect everyone from the misuse of these 
weapons. As technology advances, tragedies like Okla-
homa City can even get worse. 
Zach Johns 
II I ,ETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Wrestling cut 
is bullsh*t 
Dear Editor. 
I am writing about two 
bullsh•t problems·· here' on 
campus. The first Is that farce 
that we can't afford to run the 
wrestling program any longer. 
It ls only a small program 
($50-70,000) in the scheme of 
things, but It Is a very Impor-
tant one to many-people. We 
should cut back on it, but 
there is no way that we should 
completely cut It from our 
university system. 
Now to address the second 
bullsh•t problem. That is that 
we can afford to hire a profes-
sor who no one liked as a 
chancellor. Ianni should not 
be paid $100,000 a year. I be-
lieve that that is one of the 
largest salaries on campus for 
a professor, especially if he's 
been out of the field for a 
while. 
One last note. The good 
thing about bullsh•t is that 
you can make fertilizer. So 
what I propose Is that the 
school take the money needed 
for the wrestling program 
from Ianni's proposed salary. 
In doing so, it would solve two 
problems with one blow. 
Aaron Corkill-Bomgaars 
Sophomore, CSE 
Where was the 
Clinton story? 
Dear Editor, 
This letter is long overdu e, 
but I h ave Just recently over-
come my chronic UMD apa-
thy. Since transferring here 
from a smaller state school 
last year, 1 have been consis-
tently disappointed with the 
quality of the Statesman I 
know many people who share 
this feeling. I've put up with 
poor writing, questionable 
viewpoint pieces and feature 
articles on strtp clubs, but 
this time it's gone too far: the 
Statesman Is blatantly ignor-
ing newsworthy events that 
reflect positively on UMDI 
How many readers realize that 
UMD students have met pri-
vately with President Cllnto,n? 
Ih the April 25 Star-Tribune, 
there was a front-page article 
,abo4t this event, , includ.lng 
quotes and a picture of one 
student speaking with 
Clinton. I don't even know 
these students, but I was 
quite Impressed. However, 
April 27's Statesman did not 
even mention this event, and I 
decided to find out why. I 
phoned the Statesman and 
was transferred to a news edi-
tor. He explained that even 
though It was "kind of neat." 
they couldn't get anyone to 
work on the story and proba-
bly didn't have room for it 
anyway. I was appalled: with 
that call, I ruled out the possi-
bility of an Innocent oversight, 
and confirmed many of my 
suspicions about this paper. I 
plead with anyone out there 
who cares - Join me tn de-
manding a better Statesman 
or In creating some aware al-
ternatives! 
Virg inia Temple 
S~nior, CEHSP 
Facism could 
happen here 
Dear Editor. 
In the '30s, Jews, homosex-
uals, Gypsies, t rade union-
ists, political leftists, and oth-
ers were scapegoated as cau s~ 
Ing the German people's De-
pression-era misery. A global 
war and the Holocaust re-
sulted from their Inability to 
see through dem agogic Nazi 
propaganda. 
. In our country today, a 
similar current Is eroding rea-
son and decency. Democracy 
itself Is threatened. 
From Congress to the pul-
pit - and on talk radio -
misleaders with crypto-fascis-
Uc beliefs are blaming what's 
gone wrong with America on 
immigrants, welfare recipi-
ents, gays and lesbians, racial 
minorities, etc. Particular 
venom ls cUrected against the 
media - purportedly too lib~ 
eral and supposedly J~wlsh- · 
owned and controlled. 
Cen:,orial and representa-
tive "solutions" are advocated 
with alarming disregard for 
Constitu tional rights and civil 
liberties and extre911st para-
military groups advocating vi-
olence are cropping up every-
where. Outright faclslm would 
find significant appeal in the 
U.S., should our economy col-
lapse. 
An American Hitler is prob-
ably waiting In the wings. Per-
haps his name and face are 
already In the news. 
Be vigilant: It _CAN happen 
here. 
Dennis Rahkonen 
Superior 
Thank you 
to Wellstone 
Dear Editor. 
I would like to thank Sena-
tor Paul Wellstone for his re-
cent visit to the UMD campus 
to address -the annual 
"Friends of Social Work Fo-
rum and Reception." He gave 
an Informative presentation 
about current legislative is-
sues and responded to a panel 
of students and community 
members. Kris J acobs, from 
the New Jobs Coalition, also 
gave an Insightful presenta-
tion and shared the results of 
a recent Minnesota study that 
found that there are a lack of 
Jobs that pay adequate wage 
in the state. 
I am concerned about a re-
cent letter to the editor, which 
stated that Senator Wellstone 
addressed only faculty In the 
Campus Club, which was not 
accessible to non -members. 
This is false. Of the approx!-
mately l 00 individuals that 
attended the event. fewer than 
10 were faculty members. The 
rest of those attending the 
event were students, social 
work alumni and representa-
tives of community organiza-
tions and agencies. In fact, 
over 250 students received an 
invitation to the event. Very 
few of those attending were 
members of the Campus 
Club. The Department of So-
cial Work has struggled each 
year to find a room to hold 
this event and selected the 
Campus Club because 1t was 
available and cheaper to re-
serve than the Kirby Rafters. 
Senator Wellstone's office 
urged us to advertise the 
event widely which we did not 
do because of limited re-
sources and because it was 
geared toward our annual de-
partmental event. He re-
quested his own remarks be 
limited so that there would be 
as much time as possible to 
respond to panel questions 
and questions from the audi-
ence. 
This was truly a wonderful 
event that brought together 
students, alumni and com-
munity members in a way 
that is quite rare on campus! 
Melanie Shepard 
Head, Department of Social 
Work 
UMD production 
, 'phenominal' ! 
Dear Editor, 
Better than the Loueboat, 
more phenomenal than choc-
olate, and more entertaining 
than Spaceballs . .. what are 
we referring to? The UMD the-
ater production of The Bour-
geois Gentleman of course. 
We attended the produc-
tion on Satu rday, April 29, 
and for two and a half hours 
we were astounded and Im-
pressed. We fell off our seats 
from laughing so hard (well, 
almost). The set was beauti-
ful, as was the choreography, 
the costumes, and the acting 
. .. We could go on for years. To 
the cast and crew of The Bour-
geois Gentleman. congratula-
tions, and we can't wait for 
you to knock our socks off 
with next year's "so-
phisticated" productions. 
Stacy Gottwaldt, Sophomore 
SFA 
Scott Robertson, Freshman 
SFA 
Melanie Pearson, Sophomore 
CLA 
Generation 
needs leader 
Dear Editor, 
Kurdt blew his brains out 
on MIV, Vedder is too camera 
shy, and John Doe is insanely 
pessimistic. My generation 
needs a spokesperson like the 
night needs a day. If you say 
our parents had John Len-
non, then who do we have? 
Does anyone want to be "the 
voice of a generation?" If not, 
why not? If so. where are you? 
Wherever you are, speak up 
and speak loud because your 
generation needs you more 
than It needs a successful 
bomb and a lot of dead kids. 
Alan Bengtson 
email: abengtso 
Interested 
in voicing 
your 
opinion? 
A;,ply a t the 
ST A'fESM_A N cff:ce 
for your .-:h.:nc~ to 
fill up thi!; pag«:. 
Ill 
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UMD staffers must unionize! 
By James J. Vlleta 
Opinion Writer 
On Febmary 1, the UMD Profes-
sional Staff Council held an infonna-
Uve session on the unionization of pro-
fessional s taff members. The Council 
brought together a panel of three 
speakers to inform professional staff 
about a possible vote tha t would au-
thorize collective ba rgaining among 
our ranks. The unionization vote will 
be a major decision for professional 
civil service staff. Members of the 
Council who organized this session 
should be thanked for giving profes-
sional staff members a forum in which 
to discuss and contemplate the issues 
of unionization. 
During this forum we learned that 
the American Federation of State, 
County, and Municipal Employees 
(AFSCME) is currently organizing 
members of the professional civil ser-
vice staff into a union, compassing all 
civil service professionals on all cam-
puses of the University of Minnesota. 
Another large group of professionals 
known as "P&A" are not included In 
the current campaign, but may have 
their own unionization vote in the fu-
ture. Eligible professional staff will 
probably vote in 1995 whether to ac-
cept or reject unionization. The forum 
Impressed me with a number of points 
that all professional staff should con-
sider. 
Over the last several years, and 
particularly since the forum, I have 
weighed the pros and cods of union-
ization. Because of the nature of our 
Jobs, professional staff are consis-
tently given more responsibility. au-
thority, and "autonomy" than other 
categories of civil service. These fac-
tors initially attract many to profes-
sional fields. During our professional 
careers at the University, we have 
been proud of our professional status, 
credentials, and activities. We en-
deavor to serve this university accord-
ing to our best professional judgments 
based on our training, education, and 
experience. In an Ideal world, unions 
would not be necessary, and we would 
prefer to avoid the complexities of col-
lective bargaining, and get on with the 
business at hand. Ideally, this would 
be wonderful, but unfortunately. we 
do not live in an ideal world. 
My observations, readings, and ex-
periences tell me that we are working 
In a less thah an Ideal world. Virtually 
all public professional employees In 
Minnesota have come to this same 
conclusion and have organized to pro-
tect their interests as employees. Over 
7,600 professional employees are or-
@:anized tn state government bargain-
ing units. The vast majority of county 
government professionals are also or-
ganized. As I understand It, the only · 
s tate professional employees not orga-
nized a re employed at the University of 
Minnesota. Even at the University of 
Minnesota, professional staff on all 
campuses are surrounded by fellow 
employees from other staff categories 
who are organized: Custodians, 
grounds keepers, food service person-
nel, police, secretaries, clerical work-
ers, and technical staff. Indeed, even 
faculty are organized at the UMD cam-
pus. 
Professional staff at the University 
of Minnesota are a non-unionized ls-
land surrounded by a vast sea of orga-
nized workers. The key question be-
fore us is: "Is it an advantage for us to 
be one of the very few unorganized. 
groups of public employees in this 
state?" I believe we can begin to an-
swer this question by looking at what 
other groups have gained in terms of 
pay, benefits, job security, working 
conditions, and professional status. 
The agreement between the Minnesota 
Association of Professional Employees 
(MAPE) and the state of Minnesota, for 
example, shows distinct advantages 
for the State Professioncls over tl1e 
University Professionals. They enjoy 
larger average pay Increases and 
"step" increases, related to years of 
service. State professionals can actu-
ally move up the pay ranges within 
their classifications. This has not been 
true at the University o_fMinnesota for 
about fifteen years. 
In addition, organized professionals 
outside the University system have 
improved their job security by 
strengthening seniority, utilizing re-
training, and securing a contractual 
commitment to current or laid off em-
ployees. In many contracts, profes-
sional job classifications have been 
broadened so that in a layoff, an em-
ployee with seniority can bump into a 
wider variety of Jobs. Retraining serve.s 
as a tool to flt current employees into 
available openings, and most Impor-
tantly, a written commitment helps to 
retain current or laid off employees. 
When layoffs must occur, workers 
have recall rights, and are offered any 
open position in which they qualify. 
Transfers between departments of 
state government have also been facili-
tated through contract negotiations . 
By contrast, this has not been lrue 
at the University of Minnesota. Job se-
curity for professionals at the Univer-
s ity ls much more tenuous. Seniority 
does exis t, but it Is narrowly defined. 
Often this means that individuals with 
many years of service have no place to 
go when la id off. With this being the 
case, the University In recent re-
trenchments has targeted both short 
term and long term employees for 
cuts. Years of service or loyally to the 
institution have not been vaJued con-
sistently, and layoff targets are there-
fore often unpredictable and surpris-
ing, creating much needless fear 
during an ongoing clima te of re-
trenchment. The University hiring pol-
icies state no clear preference for cur-
rent or laid olJ'employees, and Univer-
sity sponsored retraining has not been 
an option to assist laid olJ employees. 
Also, transfer policy between Univer-
sity departments is unclear and pro-
fessionals have not been able to sys-
tematically use transfers as a means 
to improve job security or further their 
careers. 
Wave after wave of retrenchment at 
the University creates a precarious fu-
ture for professional staff. One high 
ranking University administrator re-
cently remarked that we will continue 
to experience economically difficult 
times for at least another ten years. 
Wheh the retrenchments come, will we 
receive special consideration and 
credit for remaining unorganized, or 
will we be harmed more than others by 
not choosing to protect ourselves? I 
believe professional staff in the other 
branches of public employment are 
better braced for the possible ravages 
to come, and we are doing ourselves a 
disservice by remaining unorganized. 
For those who feel unionization car-
ries a stigma, I have observed that or-
ganized professionals throughout the 
state are seen to be what they are --
professional. Uniting in collective bar-
gaining has not harmed I.heir profes-
sional status or their ability to do their 
job. Contract language that I have 
seen often· allows for flexible work 
schedules, and clearly supports their 
need for continuing education and re-
training. During an era of"down siz-
ing," staff at all levels feel the pres-
sures of increased workloads. These 
new workloads can become unreason-
able and debilitating to the employee's 
morale and health. The state contract 
contains language for a mechanism to 
"meet and confer" regarding unfair 
workloads. Organized professionals 
feel that their professional perfor-
mance has improved vis-a -vis the Uni-
versity due to better compensation , 
working conditions, and job security. 
Lastly, I was impressed by another 
Interesting point raised at the Profes-
sional Staff Forum: "Unions are what 
you make them, and collective bar-
gaining contracts reflect the varied In-
terests of the union's membership." As 
professionals, we can stress the issues 
most important to us in a union con-
tract. We can retain our professional 
outlook, and even improve the overall 
relationship between staff and man-
agement. AFSCME and other unions 
are seeking to work with University 
administrators towards common 
goals. Committed to the goals quality 
and excellence, unions can coopera-
tively assist in the process of working 
with the legislature to secure funds 
needed for personnel, buildings. 
equipment, supplies and educational 
resources. 
In a union, employees can speak 
with a unified voice that ls more pow-
erful and clearly heard than the voices 
of Individuals. This voice can improve 
the lives of professionals working at 
the University, while improving the 
overall condition of the University It-
self. A good union can be our unified 
voice and benefit us if created and 
supported by the ongoing involve-
ment, hard work. and good will of its 
members. It Is time for University pro-
fessionals to have a union sensitive to 
our needs and Interests. 
Soon it will be up to us to determine 
whether this can happen. When we 
vote, please remember that the future 
ls in our hands and the future ls ours 
to shape. 
Vlleta Is a professional staff employee work-
Ing In the UMD Library. 
The Statesman ... 
Fun For All Ages. 
Don't ask if you don't really, truly mean it! 
By Ida Cunningham 
Opinion Writer 
"How are you?" I wonder how many 
times I have heard this question. What 
In the hell does it mean anyway? Why 
do people ask me this question? Why 
do I ask people this question? Does 
anyone really care how I am? And for 
that matter, do I really want to know 
how someone else Is? 
I just really hate how this beautiful 
and concerned question has become 
nothing but a meaningless greeting. I 
truly hate receiving this question from 
those who quickly pass me in the hall 
or teachers who acknowledge me be-
fore class. 
I wonder if anyone really wants to 
hear my honest answer to this ques-
tion, because you know. I would truly 
love to share with someone who really 
cared and h.id the time to listen to how 
I am dol:1g. I would love to say. 'Well, 
my friend, thanks for asking how I am. 
Honestly, today I am feeling pretty 
shitty. My mom ls a controlling alco-
holic freak, my precious grandfather ls 
dying slowly and painfully. tny father 
abandoned my sister and I for a new 
family. I am failing all my classes this 
quarter, I am in debt up to the top 
strand ofmy hair, I am battling some 
virus each day, as well as a large case 
of depression, oh, and I really am 
struggling with understanding society 
and my idea of God." 
I have tried this approach of being 
honest, and it really throws people off 
guard and makes them uncomfort-
able. And most of the time I get really your "How are you?" with another 
hurt by their polite s hoving me off and "How are you?" unless I really can 
running my precious feelings over. make time to devout my understand-
So I have come to the conclusion · lng ear your way because I value you 
that "How are you?" does not really and your sanity. This ls my way of not 
mean what :.he English definition of being a fake half-assed friend and 
each word means. The question ls re- some people seem to value this. 
ally a statement meaning "Hey, dude!," I hope that the phrase "How are 
'Tm noticing and acknowledging your you?" does not get lost among the 
existence," and/or "I'm acting like I am countless meaningless greetings that 
friendly and actually like you." So - circulate around UMD, such as the 
when someone asks me how I am, I following: 'What's up?" "How's life?" 
r,sk them, "Do you really want to and 'What's going on?" So if you mean 
know?" or "What do you really mean "Hey dude! Hey man! Hey you!" say it! 
by that?" But on occasion I stick my But if you really give a damn. ask 
feelings on the line and give them the "How are you?'' 
honest answer. 
I hope that those of you who know Cunningham la a aenlor, CLA. 
me and even those acquainted with 
me can understand why I don't ans\l{~r 
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Shake, rattle &roll at Rockfest '95 
File Photos 
Material Issue is headlining Rocl<fest '95. They are an "alternative" sounding band that arose 
in the mid-BOs. · 
KPB promises a· great party 
By Kyle McDonough 
Staff Writer 
additional percussion to give 1993. They also were listed in 
listeners a cool groove sound. the City Pages 1993 New Mu-
The last section of Duluth tal- sic Poll as being one of the 
Are you ready to take a ent lies In the UMD-based best up-and-corning bands. 
strolJ basking in the sun. lis - band, Spigot You. probably As for their musical genre and 
ten to some rockln' music and have heard them play here on ability they have been label..,(! 
maybe have a little fun a t the campus or around town. If as "this eclectic electtic esscn -
same lime? Welcome to Rock- nothing else, you at least have tial folk" music. The City 
fest 1995. A plethora of sound seen a poster with their name Pages has described them a& 
with enough musical taste for · on it. Their music has traces writing songs that are 
most lis teners. ofh am1onlc rock mLxed with a "dramatic but not melodra-
UMD's KJrby Program staccato funk sound tha t can matic." 111ey have been com-
Board (KPB) has brought to- be very pleasing to the ears. pared to Pentangle or the 
gether three different areas of Puddle Wonderful was orig!- more modem Cowboy Junk-
music with Lift and Spigot nally listed as the opening act !es. 
representing the local scene, but withdrew due to irrecon - Headlining this year's event 
Thea Ennen & the Algorythms cilable dilTerences. is Material Issu e, an 
and New Sun Union holding New Sun Union holds the "alterna tive" sounding band 
the regional portion of the bilJ next slot hailing from Minne- that arose in the mid-80s. AfJ 
and, last but not leas t. Mate- apolis. Jus t having recently · ter a couple hits in the '80s 
rial Issue, which plays the role released their debut a lbum Material Issue hasn·t been 
of the national scene. New Sun Union, they have heard from that much as of 
My first question ls "Where been touring the Midwest to late. You might have caught 
have you been. Rockfest?" I promote it. Their music has their show out at Edgefest this 
remember a partly cloudy, been described as "soulful, pas t summer. If not come out 
partly rainy day back in 1993. hippie, funk-rock" and as hav- to this year's Rockfes t to judge 
I paid my $10 to hear music Ing a "tunefully acoustic mu- foryourself. 
from bands such as Gravity's sical display'' during their live Rockfest 1995 starts at 
Rainbow, Truck and Trip performances. New Sun noon and goes unUI 8:30 p.m. 
Shakespeare (who headlined Union ls a six-piece band that on Saturday, May 6. It will 
that year). This year's concert Is headed by Kurt Jorgenson, take place out on the softbaU 
brings us a slightly smaller vocalist/guitarist. fields or, in case of rain, In the 
line-up with some lesser Jorgenson had this to say UMD Fieldhouse. 
known acts. of his band, 'We are jus t try- Tickets range from $8 to 
Lesser known doesn't nee- Ing to be the best rock band $10 for students and $12 to 
essarily mean· lesser quality. we can be." $14 for the general public 
The sh ow starts olT with a The second-to-last band in (prices vary pending date of 
half-hour presentation of the line-up ls Thea Ennon & purchase). Tickets are on sale 
three local solo acts. This little the Algorythms. They recently now, so get them early for one 
trio Is followed by the recently won the 1994 Best Folk Rec- of the bigges t musical events 
formed ba~d, Lift. The band ording (a Minnesota Music of the year. 
blends the traditional rock Award) for their album All For more information call 
sound with a horn section and Aboard which was released in KPB at 726-7162. 
New Sun Union's music has been described as "soulful, 
hippie, funk-rock" and as having a "tunefully acoustic musi-
cal display" during their live performances. 
Spigot, a UMD-based band, will represent the local talent. 
Their music has been described as having traces of har-
monic rock and a staccato funtr sound. 
What happened to 
Puddle Wonderful? 
By Kyle McDonough 
.Staff Writer 
Something all of you 
may be wondering about is 
why Puddle Wonderful is 
listed on the posters to play 
at Rockfest '95, but in fact 
Is not going lo perform a t 
all. This drew my Interest 
and I asked around, I 
found that Swlvelhead also 
was on the Rockfest line-up 
a t one point. Now my big 
question Is , why are two of 
Duluth's most popular 
bands not playing at Rock-
fes t '95? 
· After speaking with Jus-
tin Ross, KPB event direc-
tor, some of my questions 
were answered. Ross said 
that Swivelhead left be-
ca use they didn't like their 
line-up placement and that 
Puddle Wonderful had feel-
ings along the same tune. 
Ross suggested that 
Swivelhead may have had 
some other reasons but ex-
plained that Puddle Won-
derful broke a verbal agree-
ment with KPB and acted 
u nprofessional about the 
whole situation. 
Mark Earnest. lead 
singer of Swivelhead, said 
they left the gig for a num-
ber of reasons. First was 
because of a disrespectful 
treatment by KPB toward 
themselves and the 
"Duluth scene" as a whole. 
Earnest and the rest of 
Swlvelhead felt that they 
and the other local acts 
s hould have had closer 
stage time to Material Is-
s ue. This stems from the 
local band's popularity. His 
main reasoning behind this 
statement was that KPB 
had polled the UMD stu-
dents to fmd which of the 
local bands they would 
want to hear. The results 
were the three bands 
Swivelhead, Puddle Won -
derful and Spigot, of which 
only Spigot remains sched-
u led to play. Earnest also 
mentioned the Jack of 
knowledge by KPB about 
the local scene. 
Marcus Matthews of 
Puddle Wonderful had sim-
ilar thoughts about the 
whole situation. The main 
reason both of these bands 
Concert to 11 J 
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• Hansel & Gretel opera 
performance at UMD 
By Tim Galatowttsch 
Staff Writer · 
The UMD Opera 11\eatre 
Department cordially in-
vites you to their produc-
tion o( Hansel and GreteL 
May l :2 through 14 tn the 
Marshall Performing Arts 
Center (MPAC) at UMO. 
11te$C performances Will 
mark the end of MPACs 
•94_ '95, school year enter-
tainment. and what better 
way to go out than thJa? 
" /The ca&t of Hansel and Gre-
tel Includes many talented 
UMO voice students, UMD 
faculty soprano and recent 
Regional Metropolitan Op-
era Auditions Winner 
Rachel lnselman, and 
members of the Herman-
town Children's Chorus. 
And as if that wasn't 
, enough. there's more. Top 
it all off with Ille direction 
of Paul Sahuc, and musical 
styllngs of the Duluth Su-
perior Symphony Orches-
tra (OSSO), and you've got 
the makings of an award 
Winning opera! 
Not only 1$ Hansel and 
Ci,vtel an easy story to fol-
1c low, it's Umeless. Act One 
opena and you will meet 
Arts . 
·------··-·----
Peter and Gertrude, 
broom-makers by trade, 
home tn their simple Ger-
man cottage. Short on 
cash, Peter and Gertrude 
decide lo go out into neigh-
boring Villages to sell 
brooins. And now meet 
Hansel and Gretel. Peter 
and Gertrude's children, 
left home alone. As many 
children In this situation 
would, the duo take full ad-
vantage of the scene; acting 
sdly and parading around 
the cottage. 
But then Gurtrude 
comes back. Unhappy over 
the lack or broom sales and 
the fact that her children 
are acting silly, she scolds 
Hansel and Gretel, sending 
them to the •forest to pick 
bentes. This scenario 
might not normally seem 
Interesting. but the chil-
dren are sent out alone. 
This opens the floodgates 
for all sorts of wacky mis-
adventures. 
1he second act Is one of 
darkness and confusion for 
Hansel and Gretel. As the 
children head out to the 
forest picking berrtes, they 
gradually }()()Se track of 
time and direction. The for-
. ,. ,. . . ,, 
est. which the children be-
lieve to be haunted with 
witches and falrtes, soon 
grows dark. The frightened 
Hansel and Gretel are help-
less, and decide to resort to 
famillarlty. Their p.-ayer to 
the "Fourteen Guardian 
Angels" helps calm their 
splrlts and put them to 
sleep. 
So not to act as a spoiler, 
the details of act three will 
be wltbhekl But thJa much 
can be revealed: It 1s an act 
of excitement and fear, of 
dellclous treats and bitter 
relations, of gMng and tak-
ing away, of hatred and In-
evitably, ofhugs. 
Tickets for the Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday per-
formances of Hansel and 
Gretel are now on sale at 
the MPAC Box Office. 
Ticket prices are $8 an $10, 
and discounts are available 
for students and seniors. 
Friday and Satwday's per-
formances both begin at 8 
p.m. Sunday's performance 
is a special children's mati-
nee beginning at 2 p.m. 
Call the Department of 
Music at 726-8208, or the 
MPAC box offl.ce at 726-
8561 for more Information. 
and Entertainment 
+ 
11 
Concert: The truth revealed 
· From 10 
wanted to see them (as the 
poll results showed). Mat-
thews said, 'We were told one 
thing and something else hap-
pened." He expressed that 
there were these basically un-
known bands (New Sun Union 
and Thea Ennon) that were 
getting a later playing slot and 
were getting paid. Both 
Swivelhead and Puddle Won-
derful couldn"t understand 
the theory behind this and as 
a direct result dropped from 
Rockfest altogether. Matthews 
also noted that his band's 
sudden departure was 
"unintentional" and he ac-
cepts full responsibility for the 
mlx-up. 
Hopefully, this will clear up 
any "rumors" that have been 
floating around campus about 
this affair. Nonetheless, the 
show must go on, and Rock-
fest's wheels are well under-
way. Despite the mlx-up with 
some of the local bands in Du-
luth, the show looks to be a 
good time with a bunch of dif-
ferent music for a bunch of 
dllTerent people. 
Tuesdax & 
Thursllay 
1/2 Priue 
Margaritas 
Fit er's Brewe 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ PARTY! ----
--------
• 
7th Annual Buffalo House Bash 
Friday, May 19th---3p.m. - ·12 a.m. 
--
----------
--
• -• . 
• -• • 
Tickets: $15 in advance 
Purchase at the Reef • Runway • & Buffalo House 
Sold in advance from Monday, May 1st - Wednesday, May 17th 
$20 at door 
hn't miss the 131aaest &: 13ed Varb' of the . ,,earl 
Located 10 min. South of Duluth • Off 1-35 Exit 245 
• Food Available • Full Bar & Restaurant - Softball Fields • Volleyball Court • 
Absolutely no carry ins or coolers allowed Must be 21 years of age or older 
--
------•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••• •• •• ·-·-·-·-·-·-
--•• •• •• •• 
·-·---······--····-·····--·-·--····--·-·--··-···---··-----·--··-·--···--··--·-----·-·· 
-·--·-·--···-·--···--·-------··-·-··--·--·--·---···---·-··-·----····-·-·····--·-··---· 
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Local artist paints ·mural of UMD 
Pamela Beaudry 
A&E Editor 
The images and beauty of 
UMD and the Duluth area are 
immortalized on the walls of 
the University United Method-
ist Church (UMC), and every-
one Is invited to come see it. 
A community open house, 
held to honor local artist Kim 
Johns Elden and view her 
work. will take place May 7, 
sponsored by the University 
(UMC). 
Elden painted six large mu-
rals on the walls of Fellowship 
hall, which emphasize aspects 
of University Church. Murals 
of UMD and St. Scholastlca 
were included, representing 
their mission to the colle~e 
community. Also Included is 
the Chester Bowl waterfall, 
Duluth harbor scene and the 
current and former church 
buildings. 
'The walls were bleak and 
we thought something ort the 
walls would brlghfen the room 
up," said Linda Pugliese, 
church secretaxy. "It's so 
much more then anyone ex-
pected. Evexyone is really 
overwhelmed!" 
Elden has been Interested 
In art since she can remem-
ber. She earned a Bachelor of 
Fine Arts with a major in stu-
dio art from the University of 
Wisconsin-Superior. She has 
been a resident of the 1\vin 
Ports since the 1950"s. This Is 
where she finds Influence for 
most of her work. "I would call 
my work realistic. I'm basi-
cally a landscape artist. Im-
pressionism ls my favorite 
and I txy to cany a little of 
that." Elden said. Elden de-
scribes painting as relaxing 
and creative. 
'The murals capture Du-
luth's beauty: it kind-of puts 
It all In our own building," 
Pugliese said. 'You have to see 
It for yourself to see how 
beautiful." 
Evexyone ls welcome to 
stop by for coffee and refresh-
ments from 11:30 a .m. to 1:30 
p.m. University UMC is lo-
cated at 301 West St. Marte 
Street. For more information, 
call 724-2266. 
th_e new styles are 
'-""'--here! 
1 . 
Crop Tops- Reg. S7.99 
$5.99 each 
Sleeveless Fatigue Vests- ' 
SPECIALLY PRICED· 
$6.99 
100,. Cotton Knit Tops• 
Stripes/ Many Pottems-
Reg. S13.99 
$10.49 
6 Pockel 
G8fmon Ponts-
Reg. S21.99 
$17.99 
Photo• Marc T. Hoffmann 
The spring pow-wow, sponsored by the UMD Anishinabe 
Student Organization, was held last Sunday, April 30. The 
dancer in the photo above is Anthony Pewaush, a grass 
dancer. Grass dancers were common of the plains area 
and are characterized by the long strands of yarn simulat-
ing the flowif}_g grass of the plains. 
Krystal K • long/Short-
SIH<y Type Dresses-
Reg. S14.99-$21.99 See Our Hucc Sclec:Uon OC Uscd Clothing 
CSS Presents: 
1Jobnny Holm'• Band" 20% OFF 
New Spring 
Merchandise 
Arriving 
Daily 
• We Buy Used CD's 
Up to $5.00 
• All CD's Guaranteed 
• 8 Personal listening Stations 
Used Shot Is· 
$2.50 & UP 
Cut-Otts-
$5.50 & UP 
• flock 
• Country 
•Yl &.tJ 
• nap 
• tJlues 
• '}azz 
• <?lass/cal 
• Contemporary 
Christia n 
• Sound <rracks 
• t'lnd M orel 
OPENING MAY 1st ! 
Hours: 
M-F 
Sat. 
Sun. 
Now open in 
Burning Tree Plaza!· 
10-9 
10-7 
12-5 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ffi 
7 WEST Suptrlot SI. 
7tz-t20t -..! 
Friday, May 5th, 1995 
CSS Reif Center 
9:30 pm - 12:30 am 
Tickets $5.00 at the door 
· For University of Minnesota Credit Union Members! 
Credit Union Membership is available to all UlvID employees & students 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
and 
WHERE 
MIiier Hiii 
Chrysler-Ptymouth-Jeep-
Eogle-lsuzu-Mozdo 
41 89 HoinesRd. 
Duluth, MN 55811 
1-218-722-5337 
1-800-758-5337 
WHEN 
Monday May 1st 
thru 
Wednesday May 31st 
8am - 8pm M - Th 
8am - 6pm Fri 
9am - 5pm Sat TI-IE MINIVAN srrnr 
This offer will not be available to the gene;al public .. . 
Exclusive U of M Pricing ... all cars clearly marked ... no 
negotiation will be necessary. Hassle free pricing on new 1994 
& 1995 Chryslers, Plymouths, Jeeps, Eagles, Isuzus, and Mazdas, 
including all used models, including the all new '96 Plymouth 
Voyager!! 
100% Financing is available to Credit Union Members 
See your credit union representative to become pre-approved. 
Easy finance-terms_and low rates on new and used vehicles. 
Top Trade-In Allowances - Bring your trade and title. 
Special College Graduate Programs Available 
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King Tut unearthed at the Depot 
By Pamela Beaudry 
A&E Editor 
It's the closest thing to 
Egypt without actually going 
there. . 
That is the best way to de-
scribe the Depot's summer ex-
hibit, 'The Treasures of Tut-
ankhamun." 
The exhibit is a 38-plece 
traveling replica from Canada. 
'They (the pieces) vary from 
things made out of wood to 
things made out of gold," said 
Donna Carlson, director of 
marketing at the Depot. 
The discovery of King Tut's 
tomb was one of the greatest 
archaeological discoveries of 
all time. The beauty of the 
findings astounded millions 
and influenced fashion, archi-
tecture and design. 
Some of the fascinating 
pieces In the exhibit. include 
King Tut"s mas1:<- and chair, 
chariots, alabaster perfume 
vases, casket and a triple 
lamp, a board game. and a 
golden shrine. 
"We like to bring in exhibits 
that have a broad public ap-
peal. We get a lot of repeat vis-
itors and it gives them some-
thing new to see," Carlson 
said. 
The exhibit is more than 
eye-pleasing. Reading materi-
als, souvenir items and lec-
tures will also add to the expe-
rience. William Miller, execu-
tive director of the Depot, and 
Egyptianlyst. will be one of the 
lecture presenters. Miller is an 
expert at hieroglyphics. 
King Tut was considered, 
as Carlson put it, "a God on 
. earth." He was born in 1343 
B.C. and died at the young 
age of 19. "All of these fulngs 
were put in the tomb to ac-
company him to the other 
side," she said. 
1,ING T\.AT 
COll,#,NO ro 
The Depot 
•+JULY 1 ++ 
Photo• Marc T. Hoffmann 
Donna Larson, marketing director at the Depot, and Kevin 
Peterson, from the Duluth Playhouse, pose with Tut's coffin. 
"It's such a fascinating Tutankhamun" opens July 1 
subject because the man and runs through September 
(Howard Carter) who found 4. The Depot. located at 506 
this made It his life work. He West Michigan Street, ls open 
got caught up In ~e romance daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
of it," Carlson said. Carter For details, call (218) 726-
steer-headed the Initial dis- 8025. 
covery. 
'The Treasures 
Kenwood 
of 
"Build Your Own Combo" 
Select Sandwich of Choice 
And 
Your Choice of: 
•Medium frY 
ADD 
•Sm. Mash Potato 
•Cris~ Curl 
+Plus+ 
Med. Soft Drink 
-at 
Great Savines! 
• Baked Bean 
•Peach Cobbler 
•Soup or Chili 
Kenwood Hardee's 724-2442 
out. 
Divine Flux 
Tony 
Bruno 
When new students come 
to UMD to tour the campus 
as incoming freshmen, they 
are not only thlnking of their 
academic growth, but their 
social growth as well. The 
university must have some 
way of pulling the wool over 
the new freshmen's eyes to 
make them think that this is 
a really fun and exciting 
place to attend college. After 
students have been attend-
ing college at UMD fo_r some 
time, they come to realize 
that their campus environ-
menus basically void of high 
student interest activities, 
events, and places to hang 
I wonder what the campus tour guides are told 
to say about the lack of entertainment possibilities 
around the campus area. "Hey, what else is there 
to do on this campus besides playing pool, watch-
ing an old movie, or having an ice cream party with 
your RA's," asks an incoming freshman. Tour 
guide thinks, "I'd like to tell them the truth, but I'm 
getting paid $6.18 a hour and I am suppose to _ fo-
cus on the positive things around campus. Now tfiat 
I think about it, I did like the first ice cream party I 
was at." Tour guide responds, "Well UMD has a 
great lntramural sports program and the radio 
stations in the area are just kickin.' Oh hey, if 
you'll all look to the left you'll see the Bull Pub. It's 
not really a pub, but it used to be one. Now people 
just study in it sometimes." 
The entertainment possibilities around campus 
pale in comparison to other colleges larger and 
smaller than UMD. Take Eau Claire. for example. 
Small college, but the city and the college are set 
up beautifully. The college and the entertainment 
section of the city, Water Street, are within walking 
distance·. On-campus activities are set up well and 
it seems there is always something to do. 
Gustavus-Adolphus College has a place on cam-
pus where you can go and dance after all of the 
parties and when the bars are closed. This idea 
should be implemented at UMD. Going to a "dance 
club hang out" is great after a night of activities. 
Whether alcohol is there is not the point, it is just 
somewhere to go and keep the nignt life happen-
ing. 
Night life is only a portion of the problem. What 
to do during the day and early evenings around 
campus? A common response to that question 
would be, get drunk. Realistically, everyone . 
doesn't drink everyday and drowning your sorrows 
in malt liquor gets old after a while. The university 
along with the city must develop the community to 
better serve the· college students of both St. Scho-
lastica and UMD. There are two colleges close to-
gether with two small shopping centers around. In 
those shopping centers there's little entertain-
ment. There are movie rentals and a couple of fast 
food places. No coffee shops, no cheap movie the-
ater, and no bars. Which collectively leads to No 
Entertainment. 
. If I had the means, I would set up one or several 
businesses that catered to the young. The closer 
the location of my business to the consumers the 
better. The Mt. Royal or the Kenwood shopping ar-
eas would be the logical choices, not downtown or 
the Miller Hill Mall. The Kenwood ·and Mt. Royal 
areas are already zoned so it wouldn't be like we're 
doing something horrible to the virgin woodlands 
aroun,d campus or running over little kids on the 
way to these places. 
The University of Minnesota-Twin Cities has the 
'Taj Mahal" of student entertainment. 
"Dinkytown." Granted that there are a lot more 
students attending the Main U than here at UMD. 
We should still follow their lead along with imple-
menting other successful entertainment programs 
that other colleges have run. 
UMD must implement these programs and the 
city of Duluth must get their act together in bring-
ing more businesses into the area around UMD 
and St. Scholastica. If the city and the University 
don't cooperate in doing this, students will start 
hearing, if they haven't already, that UMD is turn-
ing into a boring campus and will choose to go a 
different campus that will meet their all around 
needs. Sure we have excellent academic programs. 
but graduating from college is more than just be-
ing book smart. People can't be sheltered all their 
life: graduating and the college experience also in-
cludes growing up socially. 
Bruno will open a bar by campus called, The-Live Well 
...... , 
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Tad and 1:>egboy release solid CDs 
HaPP~ 
20th 
Birthda~ 
Cameron!! 
(nice chops.) 
On campus apartments and residence hall rooms are 
available from June 9 until August 19, 1995. An 
advance payment ($100 per apartment and $50 per 
residence hall space) must accompany the completed 
request form. 
Maximum occupancy per apartment is four individuals 
and residence halls is two individuals. 
Apartments and residence hall rooms will be rented on 
a unit basis only, in which ONE INDIVIDUAL_WILL 
BETHESOLE LEASEHOLDER. Theleaseholderwill. 
be responsible for obtaining roommates and paying 
rent. . . 
o~ ~uest forms and rate slieets are 
ible at 189 Lake Superior Hall. ' . - ' 
f~r Summer Reqi! ' · 
ftf.ay S,:19!! 
By Jeff Dowson 
Staff Writer 
ComJng from that well-
known music city of Seattle, 
Tad was first made famous by 
being linked with all those 
"other" Northwestern bands in 
1991. Success eluded front 
man Tad Doyle in a big way 
when a lawsuit was brought 
against Tad's label, Sub Pop. 
over a picture used on the 
cover of 1992's 8-Way, Santa. 
Further legal action continued 
when Pepsi-Cola Company 
was unamused by the Tad 
logo that appeared on the 
band's "Jack Pepsi" single. In-
stead of these being the nails 
In Tad's musical coffin, Seat-
tle friends Nirvana, as well as 
Jon Poneman and Bruce 
Pavltt of Sub Pop, helped as 
best they could. Help was also 
received from childhood friend 
and· Metalllca t-sWrt artist 
Pushead. With rallying sup-
port, Tad released the J. Mas-
els produced Inhaler in 1993. 
Although It may be felt that 
Tad has mJssed its opportu-
nity at the ltmel!ght after the 
incredible 8-Way Santa. it Is 
still trying with an tmpressive 
effort. Music wise, Tad can't 
helped being lumped Into the 
"Seattle Sound'' category. One 
ace in the hole is that Tad 
Doyle can sing fairly well, and 
write even better than he can 
sing. A second plus empha-
sized on Infrared Riding Hood 
is the musical relationship 
that bassist Kurt Danielson 
and drummer Josh Sinder 
have developed, steering Tad 
in a more progressive direc-
tion. The problem, however, 
with writing a progressive 
style of music Is only appeal-
ing to progressive musicians. 
Although it is quite entertain-
ing to listen to Slnder's stop 
ur Ge 
l\laterial Iss11e 
ttme and Helmet-like 
rhythms, the band Is better 
appreciated when they lock 
onto a steady groove and 
never let up. The songs "Red 
Eye Angel" and "Dementia" 
show that Tad can be moving 
If they want. yet still not as 
moving as the classics "3D 
Witch Hunt" or "Plague Years" 
off 8 -Way Santa. The song 
writing on the remaining of In-
frared Riding Hood Is darker 
than any previous Tad re-
lease, many dealing with the 
passing of friend Kurt Cobain. 
('Thistle Suit." "Particle 
Accelerator"). The repeating 
line in 'TWstle Suit" of "you're 
my friend, you're my friend" ls 
quite moving. 
In all, Infrared Riding Hood 
probably won't bring Tad the 
success that other Seattle na-
tives have come Into over the 
last few years. Hopefully, with 
tWs release, Tad can finally 
make some cash, and stay out 
of the courtroom. 
Formed from ex-members 
of famous punksters Big 
Black and Naked Raygun, 
Pegboy's first release, l 990's 
Three-Chord Monte was very 
true to the classic punk/ga-
rage band sound. What stood 
tWs first EP out from the rest 
of the crowd was the emo-
tional content that Pegboy in-
cluded in their song writing. 
The classic lines of"MyYouth" 
(Here I sit at twenty-five/ And I 
watched my cWldhood go by) 
were almost an underground 
motto for the uncertainty we 
all face. Pegboy came back in 
1991 with their first full 
length album, Strong Reac-
tion. Still true to a pure honest 
punk sound, this Pegboy al-
bum had less hooks than its 
EP predecessor, probably due 
to their being more songs for 
the band to screw up on than 
New S1111 U11io11 
Thea a11d the Algorvthms . t .. 
pig ift . tn 
Tickets available at the Electric Fetus and Kirby Info Desk. 
Students:$8 in Advance/$10 at the Door General:$12 in Advance/$14 at the Door 
Must be 16 yrs of age or older; 16-18 yrs Must be accompanied by a college student 
Kirby Program Board 
Coca-Cola Domino's Pizza 
Sponsored by: 
KZIO First Avenue 
Duluth News-Tribune 
Pro Print Electric Fetus 
UMD Statesman UMD Stores 
on an EP. However, Strong Re-
action was still a fine effort. 
Two years later, another EP, 
Four was released, featuring 
producer Steve Albini on bass. 
Albini, whose last production 
work appeared on Nirvana's In 
Utero, is famous for slagging 
many bands because they 
aren't "punk" enough. Who 
died and made Albini god Is 
yet to be determined. 
Earwig is one of those re-
leases a person either loves or 
hates. Larry Damore's vocals 
sound like a cross between 
Bob Mould of Sugar and 
Aaron Stauffer of Seaweed, 
giving Pegboy almost a typical 
punk rock sound of early 
Husker Du. TWs album ls full 
of good songs, but nothing 
that is really going to set one's 
radio aflame. There are a few 
stand outs that give an Inkling 
of the Strong Reaction days, 
s uch as "Line Up," "Revolver," 
and the instant Pegboy classic 
"Louisiana." 'I.be remaining 
songs can easily be Inter-
changed. A major complaint of 
Earwig Is not the sound the 
band makes, but the handling 
of the sound itself. The pro-
duction leaves much to be de-
sired. Music can be labeled as 
"raw," but when It sounds as 
though the album was rec-
orded on a Fisher-Price cas-
sette player via a long dis-
tance phone call playing the 
bartd on a.m. radio, the "stop" 
button Is easy to find. 
Pegboy's newest release 
Isn't going to stop the presses, 
but everything aside, it's still 
a good, solid punk rock n'roll 
record that one could bring to 
the beach to pass the time. If 
you see Pegboy's disc in a 
used bin, pick 'em up and give 
'em a chance. You mJght be 
surprised. 
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Women's tennis goes to the 'big show' 
Bulldogs battle Northwest Missouri 
in first round of Nationals on Friday 
By Brett Schroder 
Sports Editor 
The UMD women's tennis 
team tra·.reled to Moorhead 
Slate University last weekend 
to compete in the Northern 
Sun Intercollegiate Champi-
onship. The team not only 
competed, they dominated in 
a 48 team point total to take 
the championship and ad-
vance to Nationals. 
The Bulldogs have earned 
their first appearance ever in 
the opening round of the 
NCAA Division II Midwest Re-
gionals. The 'Dogs have 
proved their strength with five 
out of six singles champion-
ships and two out of Uiree 
doubles championships in the 
NSIC Championships . 
Jen Johnson roared her 
way to the number one singles 
All-Conference cha mpionship. 
Johnson won her first match 
6-0, 6-1 and took the champi-
onship 6-3 and 6-3. 
Anita Henderson advanced 
to the finals In the number 
two singles championships 
but lost in a close game by the 
score of 5-7 (4-7). 6-3. Hend-
erson ended with a second 
place finish . 
Freshman Cyndi Velasquez 
earned the number three sin-
gles All-Conference champ!-
onlyo 
se 
com1ng 
playinga 
competl 
"Our 
ollil\7'4 -~do 
onshlp honors in her first year 
of tennis. Velasquez took her 
first match by the set scores of 
6-2, 6-2 and won the champi-
onship 6-2. 6-2. , . 
Sophomore Megan Moore 
won her first NSIC champion -
ship las t weekend. Moore was 
named number four singles 
All-Conference with her 4-6, 
6-2. 6 -3 win over Tara Knapp 
from Mankato State. 
Merith Ernst had no prob-
lem on her way to All-Confer-
ence. Ernst took the number 
five singles championship 
with a 6-3, 6-2 win over Jill 
J ohnson from Winona State. 
Michelle Dummann 
breezed through the number 
six singles championships. 
Dummann won her first 
match 6-0. 6-1 and look the 
championship with a s imilar 
score of 6-1. 6-0 to be name 
All-Conference. 
The Bulldogs were once 
again successful in doubles 
competition. Velasquez and 
Moore dominated on their way 
to number two doubles cham-
pions. Velasquez and Moore 
took their first match by set 
scores of6-3. 6-1 and took the 
championship with 6-1. 6-2 
wins. 
Dummann and Misty Lar-
son were unstoppable in 
number three doubles play. 
Dummann and .Larson were 
named All-Conference in 
number three doubles with a 
6-0, 6-1 win In the semi-finals 
and a 6, 1. 6-2 championship 
victory. · 
The Bulldogs will travel to 
Topeka, KS to compete In the 
NCAA Division II Midwest Re-
gionals on Friday, May 5. The 
two-day. four-team tourna-
ment will be held at Wash-
burn University. 
"It's a whole new season 
now," said Coach Greg Cane. 
"Our goal was to win the con-
ference, we didn't know this 
was a reality until last week." 
The Bulldogs have posted a 
15-2 record this year, setting 
a school single-season mark 
for both victories and winning 
percentage (.882), which has 
helped them gain a spot in a 
post-season event. 
"The win over St. Cloud 
State probably put u s over the 
top," said Coach Cane. "We 
h ave a good shot a t this." 
The Bulldogs. seeded num-
ber six, have received a fairly 
good draw in the tournament. 
They will first face NorU1west 
Missouri (No. 8). and with a 
win they will go on to face the 
winner of the Cameron Uni-
versity-St. Cloud State match. 
Photo• Marc T. Hoffmann 
Cyndi Velasquez drrves a backhand during practice. The wom-
en 's tennis team advanced to Nationals for the first time. 
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Softball takes another 
shot at conference title 
By Jason Tobin 
Sports Editor 
Two years. For two long 
and agonizing years, the UMD 
softball team has been dream-
Ing of regaining the Northern 
Sun Intercollegiate Confer-
ence (NSIC) championship. 
The wait may soon be over. 
UMD, 23-6 overall and 6-0 
NSIC, will travel to Southwest 
State on Sunday in a make-up 
double-header that very well 
may decide the conference 
championship again. 
Southwest State, 31-16 
overall and 5-1 NSIC, has de-
nied the Bulldogs the NSIC 
crown In each of the past two 
-years. UMD had won the con-
ference title five out of past six 
years prior to Southwest 
State's reign. The Mustangs 
split a double-header with 
Moorhead State for their only 
conference loss. UMD has al-
ready defeated Southwest 
State twice this ·season in the 
Mankato Invitational. 
pitching of freshman Christa 
Feely. The Bulldogs crossed 
the plate six games in the first 
game of the double-header, 
while Feely held Winona down 
with a two-hit shutout 
'There's always a little 
added pressure In a confer-
ence game. Christa thr,ew an 
excellent game and we played 
great defense behind her," 
Haller said. 'The game was 
never in doubt We came out 
with a lot of confidence. The 
question wasn't whether we 
were going to beat them but 
how bad." 
The Bulldogs opened up 
the scoring the second inning 
with Kelly Petricka and Kari 
Sagedahl scoring. Rachelle 
Mondry and Carrie Behm 
scored in the fourth inning. 
AmyLou Asche singled and 
scored in the fifth inntng and 
Kristi Duncan scored on a 
Rachelle Rach single. Asche 
led the Bulldog offensive at-
tack with two hits. 
Gilson ended the scoring for 
UMD tn the fifth inning to in-
crease the Bulldog advantage 
to 6-0, before Morris finally 
got on the board with two 
runs tn the sixth inning. 
The Bulldogs then travelled 
to St. Cloud State for a non-
conference double-header on 
Tuesday. The Bulldogs and 
Huskies ventured Into a pitch-
er's dual In the first game with 
St. Cloud State coming out on 
top 2-1. St. Cloud opened up 
the scoring In the third Inning 
with an unearned run with 
two outs. UMD answered with 
an unearned run of their own 
in the fourth inning when Pet-
ricka came around to score af-
ter St. Cloud booted a single 
by Macioce. St. Cloud got the 
deciding run in the flflh tn-
nlng with another unearned 
run crossing the plate after a 
Bulldog' error. 
Photo • Brian Bargsten 
Christa Feely pitches against UM-Morris on Monday. UMD 
swept the double-header to take first place in the NSIC. 
'They're stlll the two-time 
defending champions. Two 
years. we went down there 
knowing we had to beat them 
and we didn't. Last year, they 
came up here and we had to 
beat them and we didn't," 
Coach Blll Haller said. "If any-
thing, we got some revenge. 
We've beaten them twice, but 
who knows? It's on their home 
park and they have a lot to 
lose and so do we." 
UMD continued its master 
of UM-Morris In the second 
game with a 6-2 victory. The 
Bulldogs once again got excel-
lent pitching, this time from 
the arm of Laura Wentz. The 
UMD hurler threw a four hit-
ter including five innings of 
shutout ball before allowtng 
two runs tn the sixth inning. 
UMD took the second game 
with a six-run rally In the 
sixth inning on six singles to 
start the inning. Mondry sin-
gled and scored to start oIT the 
inning and the hitting was 
contagious as five Bulldogs 
followed with singles. Mlrm 
Hegler held the Huskies' at-
tack down with six shutout 
innings. CANAL PARK tjorfATSCo5fl~ 
Dair1.1 
Queen 
brazier. 
-Burgers 
-Fries 
•FuU Meal Deals 
•Bllmrds 
.Peanut Buster Parfait 
-Non.fat Frozen Yogurt 
-Frozen Cakes 
Open Daily 11 a.m. till 10 p.m 
722-0799 
We li-eat You Right• 307 Canal Park Drive (next to ICO) 
The Bulldogs improved to 
6-0 in the conference with a 
double-header sweep of last 
place UM-Morris on Monday 
at Bulldog Park. 
UMD took control of Morris 
In the first game bel)ind the 
Kathleen Brodkorb opened 
up the scoring in the second 
inning with a triple and later 
crossing the plate on a Mon-
dry single. Duncan scored in 
the third inntng after reaching 
base with a double. Asche and 
Angie Macioce also scored tn 
the Inning after a Brodkorb 
double. Petricka and Mandy 
UMD will host Winona 
State in a conference double-
header at 1 p.m. on Friday . 
After the Southwest State 
match-up at noon on Sunday, 
the Bulldogs will travel to Be-
midji State on Monday for an-
other conference double-
header. UMD will finish the 
eight-game stretch in five 
days, hosting St. Scholastlca 
at 5 p.m. on Tuesday. 
Attending Commencement? 
, DECC Parking Will Be Scarce 
• Commencement begins at 2 p.m. on Saturday, May 20 
at the Duluth Entertainment Convention Center (DECC). 
• Please arrive no later than 1 :30 p.m. ! 
• USE THE NORTH PIONEER HALL 
ENTRANCE (SEE ARROW). 
PARKING LOT 
• Because of construction and another 
commencement at the DECC, parking will be 
ext~mely tight. Consider having someone 
drop you and your guests off, park downtown, • 
and use the skywalk back to the DECC. 
PARKING LOT 
UMD GRADUATES 
ENTER HERE 
-MMl 
LAKE SUPERIOR-BAYSIDE 
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Track teams contin_ue to shatter records 
By Kory M. Stell 
Staff Writer 
There is only one word that 
can be used to describe the 
outcomes of the Drake Relays 
and Bemidji State Invitational 
on April 29: domination. 
The combination of three 
high finishes at the Drake Re-
lays, and 15 first place fin-
ishes at the Bemidji State In-
vitational made for a very suc-
cessful day for the UMD Bull-
dogs. 
Karen Walczak ran a per-
sonal best time of 17:37.00, at 
the Drake Relays, in the 5000 
meter run, which was fast 
enough to be a provisional na-
tional qualifier. Her time is the 
second best time in UMD his-
tory. Also, it was good enough 
for a tenth place finish out of a 
field of 45. 
first or second position. 
Leading the way was Bekki 
Eisenmenger with first place 
finishes in the 100 meter and 
200 meter dash. Her times re-
spectively were 13.10 and 
27.00. Jenni Sargent finished 
the 100 meter with a time of 
13.91. The 200 meter also had 
Rachel Smetanka in fourth 
and Melissa Jorgenson in 
sixth. 
Robyn Hawkinson had a 
tlme of 1:03·.51 to lead the 
way for a 2-3-4 finish for lhe 
women's team in the 400 
meter dash. In third and 
fourth, were Jana Berryman 
and Jorgenson. 
The 800 meter run had 
Becky Mueller, with a time of 
2:24.24, in the third spot, 
while Julie Fra~tz came in 
fifth. 
Jenny Diedrich and Laura 
Freiberger finished on top in 
the 1500 meter run. Diedrich 
cruised to a time of 4:51.13, 
and Freiberger was close be-
hind with a time of 4:57.64. 
Two more new school rec-
ords were set by the UMD men 
at Drake in the 4x800 relay 
and the distance medley relay. 
The combination of George 
Hanson. Andy Hopkins, . Pat 
Bergen, and Nick Anderson 
finished second in the 4x800 
with a time of 7:39.46, which 
shattered the existing record. 
In the distance medley· relay, 
Wayne Robke joined the trio of 
Hopkins, Anderson, and Han-
son to finish fifth out of 25. 
The existing record was 
crushed by their time of 
10:07.32. 
Freiberger coasted to a first 
place finish in the 5000 meter 
run with her time of 18:24.36, 
while Jaime Miller came in 
third. 
Photo • Marc T. Hoffmann 
Lynn Joel clears the high jump bar during practice. The men's team finished the Bemidji Invita-
tional with nine first place finishes, while the women's team took six. • 
The women's track and 
field team had a strong show-
ing at Bemidji. They had a 
combined ten finishers in the 
Sargent had a blazing time 
of 1: l 1.03 to finish first in the 
400 meter hurdles. In the l 00 
meter hurdles, UMD finished 
2-3-4, those placers being 
Smetanka, Allison Ohe, and 
Karrie Alwin, respectively. 
The combination of Kristi 
Bjorklund, Berryman, Hawk-
inson, and Mueller, proved to 
ll~(•Dl i i;t•)'h1, I] 3 i t1 ti 3 ~ii 3 ii 
"We Give Grownups & Children Special Attention" 
Family Dentistry - Headache - TMJ Pain 
•Accepting New Patients 
•All Insurance Plans Accepted 
•Area Students Welcome 
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Alex J . Kramer DDS 1601 Woodland Ave. 
be successful in the 4x800 
meter relay. They finished 
first with a time of 9:47.88, 
which also broke the existing 
school record. UMD finished 
second in Uie 4x400 relay 
with a time of 4:34.39. 
Smetanka was third in the 
high Jump, fifth in the long 
Jump, and fourth in the Jave-
lin. Ohe was sixth in the Jave-
lin. In the discus, Sue Sowada 
was sixth with a throw of 
103'7". 
The women's team will 
travel to St'. Thomas on 
Wednesday. May 3 for their 
next meet. Some of the wom-
en's team will be at the Nike 
Invitational at the University 
of Minnesota on Saturday, 
May6. 
The men's team was huge 
at Bemidji, they had a com-
bined seventeen first or sec-
ond place finishers. 
SUMMER INSURANCE 
DON'T LEAVE SCHOOL WITHOUT IT! 
Students taking summer classes can enroll in the UMD 
Student Insurance Plan thru Registration as usual. 
Lucky Students NOT taking summer classes 
• If now in the Plan - you should receive information 
in the mail. If not received, see the Student 
Health Insurance Re resentative in Librar 111 
• If not now 1n the Plan, BUT 
you need insurance because : 
• You GRADUATE and ore no longer covered as a 
Dependent 
• You ore a NEW UMD Student 1n the Fall l 995 Quarter 
SEE : Bert Dille, Student Health Insura nce Rep . 
Library 111 Phone 726-6160 
SPOUSES & CHILDREN are a lso e ligible. 
Leading the way for the 
Bulldogs was the foursome of 
Eric StorhoIT, Josh -Sargent. 
Chad Norman, and Erle 
Young. They combined for a 
1-2-3-4 finish in not only the 
l 00 meter dash, but also the 
200 meter dashl Then, just to 
top it all oIT, they finished first 
in the 4xl00 meter relay. 
Jeremy Magnuson finished 
first, with a Ume of 1:56.81, In 
the 800 meter run. He was fol-
lowed by Chad Coley in fifth, 
and Pat Russtjl tn slXth. The 
400 meter, dash had Ry,an 
MarshaU in fourth, and Brian 
Gilbertson in fifth. 
Coley took the first position 
in the 1500 meter run with a 
time of 4:09.90. He was 
chased closely by Russell and 
Josh Robinson, who finished 
third and fifth. 
Jesse Heise stepped up the 
pace _to take first place tn the 
3000 meter steeplechase; his 
time was 9:53.69. 
The 110 meter hurdles 
were dominated by Tony 
Hodgkins. He came in first 
with a quick time of 15.46. 
Matt Beach was second In the 
400 meter hurdles with a time 
of 59.63 and Hodgkins was 
third with a time of 59.85. 
Jon Watson finished tn the 
second position in the 5000 
meter run, he had a time of 
16:03.23. 
UMD had a top ty.,o finish, 
in the shot· put and the dis-
cus. Darron Hoffman tossed 
the shot put 48'5¼" for first. 
and Jason Rodewald took sec-
ond with a distance of 45'31h.". 
Ryan Murray was sixth. Mur-
ray stepped up tn the discus 
to take first. he had a distance 
of 146'2", Rodewald, once 
again took second, this time 
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A VEAR END FESTIVAL 
OF THANKSGIVING 
AND PRAISE TO GOD 
Monday, May 8, 8:00 p.m., 
KIRBY RAFTERS 
Live music, Refreshments. FREE 
SPONSORED BY: CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
r -
18 
Fi11(' Cigar~, Pipes, 
Tol,acco {-i' Coffee:; 
IDulut11 mobucco & 03iftn 
25 North 1st. Ave. W<'sl 
Duluth, MN 55H02 
(218) 722-2229 
Spend An Evening 
· In 
UMD STATESMAN 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Beta Lambda Psi 
announces 
it's newest sisters·: 
Anal• Aromon 8 JIil IUeelnuler 
Congratulations!! 
\ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Southeast Asia .NOW HIRING 
The Mystical Far East 
Hmong 
Laotian Thal 
Cambodian Phlllpplne 
Traditional Food and Entertainment 
5:00 pm to 9:00 pm 
Saturday, May 6, 1995 
UMD Ki Ballroom 
For tickets and infonnation, contact: Koua Vang 
SEAA Student Services Coordinator 72~5 
Tl<keu ,old iA Kuby Hall April 27di-28d, and May ht-Sdi 
Kirby Student Center 
has openings available beginning Fall Quarter 1995 . 
• Kirby Games & Outing Center: Desk Attendant 
Experience with billiards and x-country skiing and other outdoor 
activities desired. Rent, maintain and repair outdoor equipment. 
Rent and maintain billiard and other gaming equipment. 
• Kirby Audio-Visual: Attendant 
Knowledge of audio-visual equipment and basic sound and lighting 
systems helpful. Clean, maintain and set up audio-visual equipment. 
Set up and operate basic sound and light systems. 
Applications are available in the Kirby Student Activities Office 
located across the hall from the Kirby Information Desk. 
Application Deadline: May 10 
"Cash for Books'' 
· Buyback 
Kirby Ballroom 
Friday, May 12 
Monday, May 15 
Tuesday, May 16 
Wednesday, May 17 
Thursday, May 18 
Friday, May 19 
8:00-3:00 
8:00-3.:00 
8:00-3:0t 
8:00-3:00 
8:00-6:00 
8:00-2:00 
*ID REQUIRED. 
Thursday, May 4, 1995 
Track: 'Dogs take 15 first place finishes 
From 17 
with a toss of 144'2", Jay Fultz 
was fifth. 
Clayton Schnelder elevated 
over the bar in the high jump 
at a height of 6'2", which gave 
him the second place finish. 
Brian VanBatavia cleared 6'0" 
to take fourth. The long jump 
had Jason Johnson soartng to 
third place with a distance 
Jumped of 18'4". Josh Hornick 
placed fifth in the triple jump. 
Scott Trombley led the way 
for a UMD 2-3-4 finish in the 
pole vault. Kurt Riska was 
third, and Matt Schemmel 
fourth. Trombley and Riska 
both cleared 14'0", while 
Sche~el got over the bar at 
13'6". 
Up next, the men will be at 
the Hamline University Open 
In Minneapolis on Friday, May 
5. They hope to come back to 
UMD with a few more school 
records. 
Baseball: Tackle Southwest in four-game ~eries 
From 15 
an excellent game, giving up 
only four hits and striking out 
six. The game was close until 
the power of the 'Dogs lead to 
the 4-1 win. Rodriguez sup-
plied the power. going 2-for-3 
with a two-run homer. 
The second game wasn't 
even close. The offense of the 
Bulldogs burst open for 14 
runs. Wallace, Rodriguez and 
Fielder were all were 2-for-3, 
with Fielder hitting a huge 
grand slam. Fredrickson 
didn't need all the offense, al-
though he probably didn't 
complain, shutting down the 
Beavers to two runs and strik-
Ing out eight. 
The Bulldogs are on a hot 
streak right now, and they 
need to be. They will be facing 
conference rival Southwest 
State on Friday and Saturday, 
and if the 'Dogs can pull out 
four wins, they could be sit-
ting atop the division. 
"Southwest State is a good 
team, but with our offense 
and some lucky bounces, it is 
entirely within our power to 
. take this conference," stated 
Coach Hanna. "Although at 
this time in the season it is 
just fun to be in the hunt, and 
that is where we are, right in 
the thick of things." 
UMD also played St. Scho-
lastica on Wednesday at Wade 
Stadium, however, the results 
were not available at the time 
of release. 
Congratulations to next 
year's sports editors 
Chris Max and Kory Steil. 
• RESERVE FOR SEPT. 95!! 
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY tJ live in a 6 unit rowhouse building EXCLUSIVELY (for the seventh 
·year) for UMD students!! 5 and 6 bedroom units will be available for September 1995. 
Each unit has its own private entrances and is VERY SPACIOUS with MASSIVE UPDATING & 
THREE COMPLETELY FINISHED LEVELS, TWO brand new BATHS & SHOWERS, TWO 
FOOD PREPARATION AREAS. All units are fully wired for cabie TV & have free WASHERS 
AND DRYERS. RESERVED OFF STREET PARKING for every tenant with plug-ins right at 
your back door. ON-SITE maintenance, all snow removal. ON BUSLINE. Never a security, 
crime, or vandalism problem with 30 feUow students as your ileighbors. 
Around $225-255 /person; MAJOR UTILITIES PAID; possibilities for groups from 5-7 
individuals. CALL NOW for more information ... 8OB 726-1832 
March 13th - April 29th 
Join & MlV for 
"SPRING MADNESS FUN" 
Donate Twice Per Week And Be Eligible 
For The F~llowing Drawings: 
MTV• limited . t:,.\r'oeo 
Baseball Cap 
0 c_,e0~ . ~\0 f>,O 
0 (?O~ :t'J' 
,.;.,~~ Coleman •t,li ,y ~na 
ing Ba eac y 
GRAND PRIZES 
After 7 Donations ... Drawing For 
Table Top Portable Grill! 
After 1'4 Don~tions ... Drawing 
For 'MTV' Two Man Tent! 
onations Must Be Consecutive -2x per Same Week 
Watch Us On M1V & U.S.A. ! 
DCI Plasma Center 
1720 W. Superior St. 
Duluth, MN 55806 
722-8912 
M - F 7:00 t.o 3:30 Sat 8:00 t.o 12:00 
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Kill da Wabbit 
Brett 
Schroder 
I am excited.. You know 
why. Because the fishing 
opener is Just barely over a 
week away. To be exact, it's 
about eight days and 12 
hours away. That's only a 
short, yet never-ending long, 
204 hours away. 
Fishing opener is some-
thing that I look foiward to 
every year. No fishing is simi-
lar to that first moment out 
on the lake when the walleye 
fever runs through my veins. 
The other day someone 
asked me the most idiotic 
question I could every imag-
ine, being the fisherman I am, 
"Why do you have to go fishing next weekend, you 
can go all summer?" Ouch, ye not knoweth the im-
portance of the opener. 
I remember back to the days of Rudy Perpich and 
the famous opener. I was at the young age of 12 or 
so, and Governor Perpich opened up the season in 
Faribault (we not only play softball, we fish a lot 
too). The fish didn't bite more than they usually did, 
but it had to be one of the better openers I experi-
enced. 
The only thing I dislike about the walleye and 
northern pike opener, is that I always end up catch-
ing a nice bass. The bass opener isn't until the be-
ginning of June, go figure. 
Well, that's what happened on the govern.or's 
opener in Faribault that year. Everyone was excited 
to see the governor fishing in Rice County, and of 
course he did pretty good, but I Just caught a bass. I 
have had other openers, and as a matter of fact I 
know that they were more successful. 
One of my favorite opening lakes ls located by 
Lake Wlnisomething, (I'm not going to even try to 
spell the entire name), north of the Grand Rapids 
area. I'm not going to give you the name outright, 
but you might find a couple of clues in here that 
could Jead ·you to one of the best walleye lakes in 
Minnesota. I've been there before and am going to be 
there again, that ls in a week I'll be there again. 
I've fished this rather large lake a couple times on 
the opener, being successful every time. A couple of 
years ago I traveled to the lake with one of my best 
friends and both of our dads. The opening day was 
all ours. My friend and I stuck it to our dads in a lit-
tle fishing contest, corning in with close to our limit, 
in two and one half to tjlree pound eyes. A little 
change in the pocket if you know what I mean . 
. I'm looking fotward to fighting in a couple wall-
eyes on this recently top 10 ranked walleye lake by 
the Outdoorsmen newspaper. But the fishing isn't 
going to come easy. It's been a cold spring and the 
eyes won't be Jumping out of the water. . • 
Now that we know the weather hasn't permitted 
us to go out and slay tlre walleyes, let me tell you a 
couple of things that you can do to be more success-
ful. Number one: The fish are going to be finicky (at 
least the larger females) so use slower moving ap-
proaches. Rapalas aren't going to be your best bait, 
go for a lead Jig or something of the like with a 
slower approach. 
Number two: Live bait will probably be the an-
swer. Artificial lures might be too much this year, 
but you never lmow unless you give them a shot. I 
would start out using minnows or night crawlers be-
fore you give in to leeches, my number one choice 
will be crawlers. My favorite way to present the 
crawler is on a lindy rig topped with a floater. but 
the old hook, line. and sinker is always a reliable 
choice. 
Number three: The water will be a little colder this 
year so concentrate on shallower waters. The wal-
leys could stlll be spawning or in post-spawn, so 
look to fish the river inflows and narrows for the · 
· best action. 
My last bit of advice is take your time. The more 
quality time you put on the lake, the better your 
odds will be on hauling in that lunker. It might be 
cold and it might be warm, but there is one thing 
you can count on: I will be fishing at midnight, 
working toward another successful season. 
Schroder la moving on to the Bualneu Manager po1ltlon at the 
STATESMAN, but he will drop In a couple column, for you 
men next year. 
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Ready or not, the playoff hunt begins 
By Chris Max 
and Kory M. Stell 
Staff Writers 
The Spring Intramural sea-
son ls finally wearing down, 
but the competition still re-
mains hot. The playoffs have 
started In some sports and the 
other sports are not far be-
hind. Make sure you are 
checking near the SpHC night 
office to know when you are 
playtng, who you are playing 
and where you are playing. 
The playoffs are the once In 
a lifetime, or a few times, that 
you can step up and take the 
challenge c,f leading your team 
to the championship. Of 
course, the championships 
would mean nothing, if there 
wasn't the Infamous Intramu-
ral ch;implonship t-shirts. 
These t-shirts are only worn 
by the few, the proud, and of 
course, the brave. Actually, It 
Is usually the lucky souls who 
happen to get on a good team 
and ride the pine. Photo • Marc T. Hoffmann 
There was scortng, slam- Jamie Hestekin clutches the ball, as fie dashes through an opening, during intramural flag foot-
ming, shooting, and above all, ball action, while Pat Balvance (left) attempts to slow him down. 
winning going on in the first . 
round of the floor hockey tunnel that was shining from 
playoffs. In the Men's Maroon Flash Gordon. Flash Gordon 
division Team Otto Too won a cruised to a simply amaztng 
huge game over the forfeiting win of 15-4 over the Mehl 
Men of Runge Kunta who ap- Monsters, while the Black 
parenUy had something better Bears mauled the team from 
to do with their time, while the Chic Bail Bonds by the score 
Dancing Harem Girls out- of 11-9. 
scored the Great Ones· 6-1, Volleyball action was fierce 
who must have U1ought that and deadly. The punch was 
one was enough to win, but spiked and the plans were set 
they were wrong. they Jost. OJ- to be served, but above all 
lies won the hotly contested their was the net force that 
match against The Pinch Hit- true players pay homage to. 
ters 11-9, while the fraternity In co-rec action, there was 
boys of Alpha Nu Omega a lot of shaking going on. Most 
showed up and mowed down of the games were quick and 
the Lawnmower by the score painless, but there was the 
of 5-2. occasional suffering by some 
The Men·s Gold divtslon of the teams. Popper easlly 
only had six squads ready for downed the threat of Deep 
the march to the champion- Penetration, they won via for-
ship. The Total Package didn't felt. The Van Dam Diggers out 
quite have all U1at it needed dug the slams of Slammin 
when they went against the Sloths 17-15, 15-5. Wood 
Rented Goalie, maybe they Peckers out flew the aerial 
should rent-to-own, the tactics of Aerial Penetration, 
Rented Goalie won 7-3. The they crushed them as quickly 
Mehl Monsters were blinded as possible by set scores of 
by the. light a t the end of the 15-2 15-3. The DH Fan Club 
Ewer, WedneN87 
TOMCATS 
Frida7 A Saiurda7 
Ma7 Sth A &th 
Power Piay 
Beginning May 9th, Alternative Music on Tuesday Nights 
Specials on Beer Pitchers 
had to fight and claw their 
way to get back on top of Tug-
boat & Seamen, winning by 
the scores of 14-16, 15-2, 
15-6. 4 Tea Too abbreviated 
the existence of KWYLO 15-6, 
15-4. 
· Smokin Beeyaches smoked 
The Weasels after an initial 
loss of thought, they must 
have been blinded by their 
own smoke cloud 3-15, 15-7, 
15-13. The Tequila Poppers 
must have had too much the 
night before, because they for-
got to show up for their game 
and subsequently forfeited to 
the ill-fated Staff Infection 
team. The Dirty 1h Dozen was 
not sympathetic to Positive 
Reinforcement. who will defi-
nitely need somebody to lean 
on after a crushing of 15-0, 
15-9. Vertical Assault had 
trouble elevating above the 
helping hands of At Your Ser-
vice, but In the end they came 
through with a 16-14, 12-15, 
17-15win. 
Soflball consisted of balls 
flytng, betng driven, and betng 
caught, there were also some 
being dropped. The fields are 
finally starting to dry out and 
the out.field Is starting to turn 
green with envy from all of the 
activity that will be going on. 
Co-rec action was fun for 
all ages and those that were 
above the minimum height re-
quirement. Pound blasted the 
Ballbusters 9-5. There was a 
beverage consumption get to-
gether going on as Lush beat 
the Roll1ng Rocks 1 7-9. The 
Top Dogs overpowered BSA by 
the score of 11-7. Orange Tur-
tles out did the Stondonuts to 
win by forfeit, while Tuff also 
won via forfeit over the Rick-
shaw Rutebagas. 
Comedy of Errors couldn't 
help but laugh at the Rockin 
Replacements 12-9 who 
should think about heading 
on down to the unemployment 
office and find another line of 
-work. Tan BSE slammed Ala-
bama Slammer 12-4, while 
Little Rascals :WP.re running 
DULUTH'S LARGEST SELECTION OF SUNGLASSES 
IN ,:HE NAME OF INDULGENCE, 
COM E TO EXPERIEN CE 
THE NEW SUNGLASSES. 
LIKE ALL TRULY GREAT STORES, 
PEEPER"S SUNGLASSES IS 
NOT LOCATED IN "'TH E MALL"", 
WE"RE DOWNTOWN. 
SECOND LEVEL - SKYWALK, 
NEXT TO THE GLASS ELEVATORS. 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK. 
722-6310 
the base paths on their way to 
beating the MDW 19- 10. The 
Ball Huggers were thanking 
their lucky stars after they 
edged out the thoughtful ad-
vances of Ice and Advice 10-9. 
TNA doubled their way to vic-
tory over Shaoe Never Leaves 
16-8. Entropy was too much 
for 12 Ounces who were un-
able to make It for the game. 
Lipsticks and Dipsticks must 
have thought they were at an 
all you can eat when they beat 
the BSA l 7-4. 
The Women's division only 
had a few games, but they 
made up for it in spirit and 
scoring ability. The Virginia 
Slims won over Gotta Be The 
by forfeit. Corinitos scored a 
huge victory over the Tequila 
Poppers. they blew them out 
18-4. Also, Softball Movement 
had all the correct answers for 
· the Stood Pals on their way to 
victory 10-5. · 
The Men's division of Intra-
mural scftball had Jots of bats 
and even more balls. Daddies 
took care of business against 
the Rock Stars 15-8. The 
Brew Crew gave a 12-6 
trounctng to Hung Like Menz, 
while Poop in a Sock had 
plenty of snappy comebacks 
for Wer Yer Huckleberries 
15-5. Spanked just had 
enough energy to get by the 
ever deceptive Toedlers Rash 
6-5. INKTOMI. despite their 
funky name, have some awe-
some bats, they used them in 
the process of beating the 
Dogs 13-2. The Bushwackers 
teased Thurst with big pitch-
ers of protein shakes to get 
them to succumb 10-9, while 
Folks w/Big Polks didn't have 
to ask "?Que hora es?" be-
cause they already knew as 
they blasted El Alto Huevos 
10-7. 
The larger number of 13 
Angry Men defeated 0-6 by the 
score of 10-7. Red Dogs were 
just doing what they felt like 
as they shellacked IDFM 11-5. 
Bobs Burger was just too 
much meat for One Stroke 
Done, as they pounded their 
way to victory 14-7, while Out 
by Inches was safe Just once 
as they tied up Long Dongs. 
who still had plenty left 5-5. 
BLAS decided to pull the 'ol 
reversal' on Pound, as they, in 
turn, pounded Pound 12-2. 
Daddies had a near miss as 
they beat MW 4-3, while 
Spawn Til You Die is still 
breathing after a close contest 
with the Black Bears 5-4. Fi-
nally, the Wise Men must 
have some brawn to go along 
with their bratns as they took 
the X out of the X-men 14-3. 
The end Is near, and not 
yet clear, for nobody knows 
who will come out the victor In 
the playoff action. Remember, 
the quest is for the highly 
touted intramural champion-
ship t-shirts. Those who want 
one, usually can't get it, and 
those who don't, somehow do. 
Just relax, if it was meant to 
be, then it will be yours, oh 
yes, It will be yours. 
The Spring Classic T-ennls 
Tournament also finished this 
last weekend. The Men's sin-
gles was dominated. by Stew 
Stone, who topped David Roe-
ber 11-9 in a tie-breaker. Over 
In the Women's division Kelley 
Richardson defeated Rebecca 
McGraw in a classic baseline 
match. 
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Hansel & Gretel 
atUMD 
Garrison Keillor to 
visit Duluth 
The enchanting children's On Monday. May 8, Gorri-
tale of 'Hansel & Gretel.' per- son Keillor will climb Into a 
formed by the UMD Opera small plane to begin a 
Theatre. will be presented whirlwind three-day tour of 10 
May 12-14 at MPAC. The per- communities. On the last day 
formances begins at 8 p.m. of this 'barnstorming' tour. he 
with a special children's matt- will b.e In Duluth speaking to 
nee May 14 at 2 p.rri. the public about his small-
The cast features area tal- town creation. Lake Wobe-
ent. lr:icludlng: UMD faculty so- gon. Keillor says 'I want to tell 
d t R · 1 1 a couple of Lake Wobegon prano an recen eg ona stories. and I also want to talk 
Metropolitan Opera Auditions about the culture that Lake 
winner Rachel lnselman; UMD 
voice students and members Wobegon represents and 
of the Hermantown Children's how I !eel It . represents our 
Chorus; the orchestra consists · area. It s a. funny talk and a 
of members of the Duluth SU- serious one. 
parlor Symphony Orchestra He will land In Duluth_ on 
and UMD faculty and stu- Wednesday. May 10. In _time 
dents for the 12:30 p.m. gathering In 
Prl~es are $8 and $10. with the Greenview Dining Room 
a discount for students and (lower level of Somers Hall) on 
seniors the campus of The College of 
For details call the MPAC St. Scholasttca. The event Is 
box office at' 726-8561 or the free and open to the public. 
UMD Dept. of Music ~t 726- Folks are encouraged to bring 
8208. bag lunches or they can pur-
Psychology Dept. 
open house 
The UMD Department of 
Psychology Is holding an open 
house In celebration of the re-
cent national accreditation 
by CACREP of the graduate 
program 1n school and com-
munity counseling. , 
The open house will be 
held Thursday, May 11. from 
4:3D-6:30 p.m.. on the third 
floor of Bohannon Hall. 
Outdoor Program 
• Kayak In the Pool - Thursdays 
through May 12,4-6 p.m .. $10 club 
dues. Meet In UMD pool with 
swimsuit and T-shirt. 
• Climbing at Ely's Peak -
Wednesdays through May 10, 2-7 
p.m .. $12 U~D students/$30 oth-
ers. 
•Morning Birding Tours - Tues-
days through May 9, 6-8 a.m .. 
free. 
• Troll Run Ill - Thursday. May 4 -
3-4:15 p.m .. free. 
•Women on the Wall - Thurs-
day, May 4 - 6-9 p.m .. $3.50 UMD 
students/$7.50 others. 
• Paddling Weekend on the 
Mississippi - May 5-7. $45 UMD stu-
dents/$80 others. 
• Top Roping Seminar - Satur-
day. May 6, 9 a.m.-4 p.m .. $15 
UMD students/$40 others. 
•Life Along the Lake - Satur-
day. May 6 - 12-4 p.m .. $1 UMD 
students/$3 others. 
•Wild Edible Feast! - Tuesday, 
May 9, 3-6 p.m .• free. 
•st. Louis River-Wet and Wild-
Paddling Expo - Saturday. June 3, 
9 a.m.-6 p.m .. free. 
For further information. con-
tact Beth at 726-6533. 
chase a BBQ lunch offered by 
The College of St. Scholastica 
food service. 
Keillor's visit Is hosted by 
Minnesota Public Radio sta-
tions WSCD 92.9 FM. WSCN 
100.5 FM. WIRR 90.9 FM. and 
by The College of St. Scholastt-
ca. 
For additional Information. 
call (218) 722-9411. 
ATTN: ALL STUDENTS 
You are invited to a re-
tirement reception for 
Chancellor Lawrence 
Ianni on Thursday, 
May 4, from 4-6 p.m., 
in the Tweed Museum 
of Art. See you there! 
Biology Seminar 
'The Seven Year Itch: The 
Ecological Effects of a Mos-
quito Control Program· will be 
presented by the UMD swat 
Team: Dr. Anne Hershey. Dr. 
Gerald Niemi and Lyle Shan-
non of the UMD Biology Dept .. 
on Friday. May 5. at 3 p .m .. In 
LScl 185. 
Spring Grads 
ATTENTION SPRING GRADS! 
May 5 is the deadline to order 
caps and gowns and to buy 
hoods for Spring graduation. 
Spring Brown Bag 
Lunch Serles 
On Friday, Moy 5. '.The Dangers 
of Dieting' will .be presented by 
Milzl Doane. Dean of CEHSP. at 
noon in K193. 
Sponsored by The Women's 
Resource and Action Center. 
Frid~Y 
& SaturdaY 
2002 London Road 
724-9845 
May 5th & 6th 
Tomcats 
Spring Thaw Triathlon 
The UMD Spring Thaw Tria-
thlon will begin on Friday. May 
5. at 5'.15 p.m .. at the swim-
ming pool door at the back of 
the Sports and Health Center. 
Preregistration Is required 
by Thursday. May 4. at 4 p.m .. 
at the Rec Sports office. 
For more Information. con-
tact UMD Rec Sports at 726-
7128. 
International 
No-Diet Day 
Friday. May 5 has been 
designated International No-
Diet Day and the Women's 
Resource and Action Center 
has several activities planned. 
A table will be set up near 
the mailbox In the Kirby Hall-
way from 9:30 a.m: to noon 
where posters and facts wilf 
be available concerning the 
diet Industry and dieting. 
There will also be a large sheet 
for people to write down how 
they will self-nurture and re-
spect their body for that day. 
Please stop by. write your 
Ideas down. and commit to 
taking care of your body and 
celebrate the day. 
At noon In Kirby Lounge 
Mltzl Doane will speak about 
dieting. eating disorders and 
body-Image Issues. An open 
mlc will follow until 2 p.m. for 
you to speak your mind about 
diet. food, body. and other 
related Issues. Bring your po-
ems. stories. Issues. etc. Speak 
out against what has become 
a huge obsession In our cul-
ture and Is reinforced dally by 
a several billion dollar Industry 
that doe3 not care about you, 
your health. or your well-be-
ing. 
For additional Information. 
contact Susan Cook or Kathy 
Hall In the Women's Resource 
Action Center at 6292. 
Rummage Sale 
A rummage sale will be 
held at Piedmont School on 
Thursday. May 4. from 2:30-
4:30 p.m. All proceeds go to 
the sixth grade class trip. 
Toxicology Seminar 
Peter Thomas. IIT Res. Inst.. 
will present the next toxicol-
ogy seminar on Tuesday, May 
9. at 3:30 p.m .. It will be broad-
cast live between Duluth (Lib 
173) and Minneapolis (Moos T 
1-752). 
Graduating? 
Transferring? 
Are you leaving school at 
the end of Spring Quarter? 
Please call 8103 and make an 
appointment or stop In DAdB 
129 no later than Friday. May 
5. 
Albert Tezla Scholar/ 
Teacher Award 
Gloria DeFilipps Brush. Professor 
of Art, will receive the Albert Tezla 
Scholar/Teacher Award. The 
award is presented at spring com-
mencement to a faculty member 
In either the School of Fine Arts or 
the College of Liberal Arts \lo/ho 
has achieved scholarly distinction 
and effectively teaches under-
graduate students the worth of re-
search and the maturing Impact 
scholarly activity has on the de-
velopment of human attitudes 
and values. 
Jean G; Blehart 
Distinguished Teaching 
Award 
Professor Robert Powless In the 
Dept. of American Indian studies. 
will receive the annual Jean G. 
Blehart Distinguished Teaching 
Award for contributions to the 
teaching mission of UMD that are 
of extraordinary quality. The 
award will be presented at Com-
mencement on Saturday, Moy 20 . . 
The aword committee olso rec-
ommends that Robert Carlson. 
Dept. of Chemistry. receive 
'Honorable Mention' for his 
achievements as well. 
Geology Seminars 
Two geology seminars will 
be presented Thursday. May 
4. at 3:20 p.m., In LScl 175. 
'Paleohydrology and Geo-
morphology of the Western 
Outlets of Glacial Lake Duluth' 
will be presented by Scott 
Carney. UMD Dept. of Geolo-
gy. 
'Determination of Ground-
water Recharge and Resi-
dence Tlme By Hydro-
geochemical Mass Balance 
and Age-Dating In the Itasca 
Moraine Area. North-Central 
Minnesota· will be presented 
by Sharl Kanult. UMD Dept. of 
Geology. 
Chemistry Seminars 
Two chemistry seminars will 
be presented by B.S. candi-
dates- from UMD' s Dept. of 
Chemistry on Friday. May 5. at 
3 p.m., In Chem 1 SO. 
'An ab lnltlo Approach to 
the Kinetics and Mechanism 
of Dissolution of Calcite In 
Acidic Solution' will be pre-
sented by YI Mao. 
'Co2 and N2O Solubility In 
N-Methyldlethanolamlne and 
2-Amlno-2-Methyl-1-Propanol 
Mixtures' will be presented by 
Brian Pogalnls. 
Hats off to Darland 
Center volunteers 
The Darland Center would 
like to thank all of the UMD 
students who have volun-
teered with the program dur-
ing this past year. Hundreds of 
children at local K-12 schools 
have benefited from your 
generous efforts as Mors and 
mentors. 
You have made a differ-
ence! 
Intl. Brown Bag 
On Thursday. May 4. 
'Recent Trials and Tribulations 
of the Large Lakes Observa-
tory on Lake Victoria. Africa· 
will be presented by Thomas 
Johnson. Professor and Direc-
tor of the University's Large 
Lakes Observatory. on Thurs-
day. May 4. at noon In K323. 
An Educational Safari 
to Africa 
Masters of Education stu-
dent Elaine Jane Cole will 
present a colloquium on a 
K-12 environmental edue::atton 
teacher • exchange program 
in Botswana. Africa. on 
Wednesday. May 9. from 3-4 
p.m., In SpHC 119. 
As part of her graduate 
work she Is creating a market-
ing plan for the exchange 
program which Is called Safari 
for Science Teachers. 
Sweet Bird of Youth 
- Stage 2 presents Tennessee 
WIiiiams· ·sweet Bird of Youth' 
on- May 11. 12 and 13. at 8 
p.m.. In the Dudley Experi-
mental Theatre at the Mar-
shall Performing Arts Center. 
Tlckets are $2 at the door. 
This classic drama tells the 
story of the loss of love and In-
nocence. A would-be actor 
has returned to his home town 
with ~:m aging move star who 
he believes Is his ticket to glo-
ry, He has come back to re-
unite with his 'girl.' 
Stage 2 Is a student theatre 
organization that Is fully run by 
students. It Is an opportunity 
for aspiring directors, young 
designers and actors from the 
university system to gain expe-
rience working on and behind 
the stage of a show they have 
funded themselves. 
PROFESSIONAL BESIJMES 
About To Graduate? 
- Frustrated? 
Frustrated with the Formatting & the Appearance of your Current Resume? 
REMEMBER- Professional Resumes Get Results! 
• Entry- Level Professionals 
• Expert Writing, Layout, & Typesetting 
• Laser Printing 
WORll= 
PROCESSING 
of CUUTH 
• 24 - 48 Hour Turnaround 
• Lifetime Updating 
• Letters- Cover, Thank You 
722-6911 
DeWitt • Seitz Marketplace 
(Canal Park - Free Ample parking) 
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SUMMER RESORT WORK - Lost Lake 
Lodge near Brainerd, Minn. hiring waiters/ 
waitress and housekeepers. Intimate re-
sort with uncommonly good working envi-
ronment. Room/board available. Write or 
call: 6415 Lost Lake Rd., Lake Shore, MN. 
56468, 800-450-2681 for more Info. 
KUMD-FM is looking for a few BLUES 
FANS to do on-air work for the summer. 
Weekend shifts. Call John at726-7181. 
SUMMER JOBS: Friendly, energetic per-
son to travel USA to fairs operating Com-
puter Portrait T-Shirt Concession. Couples 
OK. Stan now part-time In Minneapolis, 
taking computer pictures at late-night 
school parties. Call (612) 927-9356 or 
write CIC, P.O. Box 16092, Minneapolis, 
MN.55416. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up 
to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships 
or Land-Tour companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment avail-
able. No experience necessary. For more 
information call 1-206-634-0468, ext. 
C56754. 
RIVERBOAT CREW MEMBERS. Boat, 
Catering, Kitchen, Office and Photo Crew 
for passenger vessels in St. Paul and 
Mpls. FT seasonal positions. Start $6.50 
hr. Padelford Packet Boat Co., Inc., Harriet 
Island, St. Paul, MN. 55107. 612-227-
1100, 800-543-3908. COME ABOAROI 
SUMMER JOBS. All land/Water spans. 
Prestige children's camps, Adirondack 
Mountains near Lake Placid. Call 1-800-
786-8373. 
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WE'VE GROWN A FEW SIZES 
FAMOUS FOOTWEAR is not only 
opening new locations at a rapid 
rate, we're also creating more re-
tail positions in existing stores 
than ever before. 
If you're looking for a summer job, 
one that you can continue when 
you return back to college, look no 
further. We have twenty-one Twin 
City locations and in late fall of 
1995 we will be opening a store In 
Duluth. 
ASSISTANT MANAGERS 
To qualify for an entry-level man-
agement position, you must have 
a college degree or a proven track 
record of 1-2 years sales/man-
agement experience, excellent 
communication skills and the 
drive to excel in retail manage-
ment. 
SALES ASSOCIATES 
We also have opponanities for 
qualified sales associates. So, 
come in and see our expansion 
for yourself, and find out how your 
career can grow. 
Send resume or apply in person 
at the Famous Footwear store 
nearest you: 
Famous Footwear 
Birch Run Station S.C. 
1721 Beam Avenue STE A 
Maplewood, MN. 55109 
Ann: Director of Recruitment 
FAMOUS FOOTWEAR 
LOCAL OPPORTUNITY to earn some se-
rious money. Superior Air in Hermantown 
is now accepting applications. Telemarket-
ing staff will be doubled and sales staff tri-
pled for the summer of 1995. Telemarket-
ers earn $5.25 to $9 per hour. Sales staff 
earn an average of $500+ per week in 
commissions. Call 722-0003 to set up in-
terview riqht away. 
Twin Cities Suburbs - SUMMER MANAG-
ING JOBS· $8.50-$9.00/hr,. + O.T. Spend 
45-47 hrs. per week working outdoors. 
Great experience, no gimmicks. Positions 
filled by May 1. Varsity Student Painters, 
1-800-798-4950. 
SUMMER BABYSITTER NEEDED. I am 
looking for a warm, personable babysiner 
for variable summer hours. Availability for 
June 17-21 mandatory; other hours are 
flexible. Please have a car and be a non-
smoker. I have 3 children ages 6, 5 and 3. 
Ideally, starting time is the end of May. 
Salary is $5/hour. If you are Interested, 
please call Joie at 728-1891. 
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY · Perfect sum-
mer job - beautiful setting on large, clear 
Maine lake, caring and energetic peers, 
teaching your skill, and you save money. 
Can you teach any of the following - ten-
nis, archery, theatre, video, riflery, wind-
surfing, canoeing, sailing, waterskiing, ce-
ramics, woodwork, swimming (WSI or Life-
guard)? Play piano? Age 19+. Transporta-
tion provided. 6118-8/18. Call Phil, Camp 
Winnebago·, 800-932-1646 or 703-471-
1705 or write 1606 Washington Plaza, Re-
ston, VA 22090. 
WE NEED 'I OUR HELP! Work at home for 
$100s weekly. Send self-addressed 
stamped er,velope to: J.H. Enterprises, 
P.O. Box 421121, Minneapolis, MN. 
55442. . 
THE NORTHLAND'S 
ONLY NATURAL 
FOODS BAKERY! 
Featuring ... Fresh Bagels, 
Breads, Granola and Cookies 
The Best Chocolate-Chip 
Cookies In Town 
'We use primarily organic whole grain flour and natural sweeteners" 
PC>SITI-V-ELY 
3RD STREET BAKER 
1202 E. 3rd St. Duluth, MN 55805 218-724-8619 
aaa aa aa a 
BodyWorks 
Fitness Center 
Sunimer Memb~rship 
$99 May - Aug. 31 
The Largest Selection Of 
State Of The Art Fitness 
Equipment In The Area. 
FITNESS 
FOR 
EVERYBODY 
525-2073 
Free Parking 
aaaaaaaa 
NANNIES! The 61ite Nanny Service! Call 
us to find the best jobs available in the 
childcare field. One year commitment only. 
Nannies Plus 1-800-752-0078. 
RESORT JOBS• Earn to $12/hr. + tips. 
Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, + more. Trop-
ical & Mountain destinations. Call 1-206-
632-0150, ext. R56752. 
DULUTH YMCA CAMP COUNSELORS -
Camp Miller resident camp on Sturgeon 
Lake and Day Camp Kitchigaml in Duluth 
seek individu'ils who enjoy working with 
children. Great experience for social work, 
education and physical education majors. 
Salaried positions. Males preferred. Mini-
mum applicant age: Camp Miller, 18; 
Camp Kitchi3aml, 19. Call 722-4745 to re-
quest application. 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK. Make up 
to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic 
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, 
or S. Korea. No teaching background or 
Asian languages required. For Information 
call: (206) 632-1146, ext. J56753. 
CAMP BIRCHWOOD, a small camp in 
nonhern Minnesota, seeks counselors 
with expeiience to teach: sailing, windsurf-
ing, waterskiing, tennis, horseback riding. 
Adventure trip leaders, with Red Cross 
certifications, head cook and kitchen staff 
needed. For an application and additional 
information, call 1-800·451-5270. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-
$6,000+ per month. Room & Board! 
Transportation! Male/Female. No experi-
enoe necessary! (206)545-4155, ext. 
A56754. 
UMD STATESMAN 
I I 
FREE ROOM & BOARD in exchange for 
help with childcare and housekeeping. Be-
gins Fall '95 but could star1 sooner. Must 
have a car and be available 3-5 p.m. M-F. 
Contact Nancy at 722-3374. 
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN? Ex-
ceptional 3-bedroom house near campus. 
Call Sara at 728-2029 or (Twin Cities) 
Chuck at 612-452-4114. 
NEED TWO FUN PEOPLE to share my 4-
bedroom house. Close to campus. $250 
Includes utili ties, off-street parking. Call 
Nathan after 7 P,,m., 724-2748. 
HOUSE FOR RENT: Large 5-bedroom, 2 
bath, OSP. Available Aug. 1. $650 + util. 
Call 723-1405. 
2 ROOMMATES WANTED: 4 bedroom 
house, 1007 E. 9th St. male, non-smoker, 
laundry, off-street parking available. $190 
+ utilities. Available Immediately. 728-
1594, ask for Doran. 
HOUSES FOR RENT: We have four 4-5 
bedroom houses, 2 baths. All within two 
blocks of campus. Leases starting in June 
and August. Call 729-5552. 
SUMMER SUBLET WANTED_: Leaving 
this summer with time left on your lease? 
Female graduate student seeks sublet in 
Duluth area May 30-August 4. Call collect 
(617) 739-3295 or e-mail: 
milna@acs.bu.edu 
Sales .•Service • Rental 
1l2P~~~ 
Rent 2 pr. In line Skates For 1 br. 
Only $4,50 w/ tbil ad 361 Canal Park Dr. 
Duluth, MN 55802 
(218) 722-0106 
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Thursday, May 4, 1995 
24 HOUR LICENSED Cl'IILDCARE near 
U~D. Experienced, loving provider. Stimu-
lating, fun programs for all ages. Flexible 
schedules. Call for rates. Dee's Daycare 
728-3456. ' 
WORD PROCESSING, Desk Top Publish-
ing, and Resumes. Member of the Prof. 
Assoc. of Resume Writers and Nat'I As-
soc. of Secretarial Serv. Papers. start at 
$1.50 per page. "Always quality and ser-
vice." Laser and colorl Linda's Page. 
Works, 723-7189. 
STUDENTS NEEDING LEGAL ADVICE 
from local lawyers, Legal Aid Is now avail-
able for Winter and Spring OJarters, Mon-
day nights 6-9 p.m .. Please sign up with 
Bev Anderson ir, the Student Activities Of. 
fice. This Is a free service provided by 
UMDSA. For more information see Bev 
Anderson. 
TYSON TOWING • 24 hour damage-free 
towing. Car starting. Door opening. 5% 
Studont Discount. ·1 won't be under-
towed." 348-2080 (Cellular),' 728-6852 
(Home). Darin Tyson, owner/operator. 
WORD PROCESSING. Students/faculty. 
Term papers, resumes, theses. New iaser 
printer I Fast, dependable, guaranteed, 19 
years experience. $1.50 per page. Pat 
Greenwood - 525-2989 / leave message. 
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ADOPTION. Warm and secure family (pe-
diatrician and teacher) hoping to share our 
lives and lovo with a new baby. We are 
easy to talk to. Laura and Phil, 1-800-447-
0597, or call for our adoption attorney 
number. 
"CASH FOR BOOKS" Buyback is May 12, 
15-19 In the Kirby Ballroom. Sponsored by 
the Main Street Store. 
ELROY C. GOMEZ • Only a dozen to-
night? What's the drink special on 
Wednesday? 111 have two, please. How 
about Oscar Scherer torl)Orrow, or maybe 
Manasota Beach? A sauna Is great but 
it's just not the same as the beach. Love, 
SophieB. 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE for student 
positions on university governance com-
mittees such as Finance, Soclal Concerns 
Computing & Info. Don't let decisions 
made without UMD input! Call Liza at 
727-1186 lor more information. 
. FREE FINANCIAL AIOI Over $6 Billion In 
private sector grants & scholarships is now 
available. All students are eligible regard-
less of grades, Income, or parent's in-
come. Let us help. Cali Student Rnancial 
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext F56752 
PREGNANT? Need someone to talk to? 
Let us help. Confidential early pregnancy 
testing, financial assistance and housing. 
All services free. Phone answered 24 
hours. (218) 727-3399, Lake Superior 
Lile-Care Center, Room 109, 101 West 
2nd St., Duluth, MN. 55802. 
6-YEAR-OLD Large black male cat needs 
stable, loving home because of new aller-
gies. NeU1ered, dedawed, arrogant won-
derful. Asking $20 donation. nee: 728-
3456. 
LOW S~LF-ESTEEM? Family problems? 
Counsehng at UMD Health Services is 
professional, confidential and free of 
charge to registered students. Call 726-
8155 lor an appointment. 
UM~~UDY~~NGlAND~ROGRAMME 
• A 9-month academic year experience 
* VERY affordable 
* Earn UMD credit while studying abroad 
"Financial aid applies t9ward programme cost 
"Extended breaks provide great travel opportunities 
/I 
DonT just sil there! Stop by the lntemational Education 
Otrice for more information on the 1995-96 progamme. 
/Nti~?~-~f /. 
E
·''::""'...,,~ 
/ -
; -' 
/ntemaffona/ Educa6on Office, 108 Cina Hall, 
University of Minnesota-Oufufh, Duluth, MN 55812 
(218) 726-8764 . "' 
The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer 
Join the real world with the right career. 
We're Hewitt Associates LLC, a global benefits consulting finn 
based in suburban Chicago. You'll find us listed in The J 00 Best 
Companies To Work For In America. And due to our unparalleled 
growth, we're out to find the best candidates for career entry 
analyst opportunities in our innovative client-server environn'lent. 
Formal training will be provided. If you have an outstanding 
GPA, an analytical mind, and the desire to get into exciting 
project work right away, lets find out more about each other. 
Send your resume including GPA (transcript preferred) to: 
Dave Quinn, Hewitt Associates LLC, P.O. Box 221, Lincolnshire, IL 
60069. Or, fax to 708•883•0076. Equal Opportunity Employer. 
• Hewitt Associates He/ping Clients Around The World Improve Business Results Through People. 
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LOST: Softball glove, probably left at Intra-
mural field #1 on Wednesday, April 26. 
Reward. Please call 722-4095. 
WANTED TO BUY: Cars and Trucks In 
need of mechanical repair. PREFER 1985 
and newer with nice bodies".1lonor'Jenni-
fer or leaw message, 624-2218. 
WANTED: Babysitter for summer of 951 
East End home. $3.50/hr. 12-15 hours per 
week. Flexible times. Prefer own transpor-
tation. 724-5182. 
ATTRACTIVE FEMALE and IN-SHAPE 
MALE needed by free-lance photographer 
to model for nude and/or semi-nude stock 
outdloor photo work during summer 
months. No experience needed. Excellent 
pay to $75 an hour. Must be of legal age. 
Respond with photo, SASE and age state-
ment to ABI, P.O. Box 161221, Duluth, 
MN. 55816-1221. 
LOST: Blue jacket. Tom's Lock and Key 
logo on back in yellow print. Please call 
728-5427 and ask for Brett. 
1982 TOYOTA Tercel, 2 dr., 5 sp., AIC, 
Red, 88K, reliable, dependable clean 
Asking $1,400, best offer. 728-3456. · 
MACINTOSH COMPUTER for sale. Com-
plete system only $499. Call Chris at 800-
289-5685. 
STUDENTS: PROTECT YOUR APART-
MENT, Dorm and Yourselll We have a full 
line of dloor, window and personal security 
alarms. Prices from $6.95 to $35.95. For a 
free brochure, call todayl CCM Specialty 
Wholesalers, 727-8186. 
MAGIC, STAR TREK, JYHAD, 
WYVERN, ILLUMINATI boxes al· 
ways 20% or more off. Call Rich 
at The Comic Vault (612)421-
3887. CompuServe 76226,3375. 
THE =llla1I 1~00111 
I Why Carry ltT 
Ship It! 
Luggage crammed full? Car packed to the roof? Save your time, 
your space and your energy for your vacation/ Have your gifts and 
souvenirs packaged, wrapped, posted, addressed and sent.,. 
• Packing • Notary 
• Postage Stamps • Photo Copying 
• UPS/Air Express • Express Mail 
• Gift Wrapping • FAX Machine 
• Parcel Post • Any Size Box Made 
• Private· Mail Boxes 
The MAIL ROOM 
Tit, Moil Ito°"" 
Lake Aire Plaza 
2416 London Road 
7>uluth, MN 55812 
Pb. 218-728-2340 
Fax 218-728-6307 
You'll learn by doing through Research Explorations, a 
University of Minnesota program that offers you real-
world experience as a research volunteer. 
Join a research team and study the colonial life of Honduran Indians, 
me~sure the leaching of pesticides in groundwater, or study pollination in 
prames. Yo~'II also be exploring career possibilities, adding to your 
resu_me, doing something you're interested in, and earning college credit 
(opt_1onal for most projects). 
~hat d_oes it t~ke to make a REX volunteer? Whether it's in the laboratory, 
in the held, or in the community, the principal requirements are curiosity, 
adaptability, and a willingness to learn about and support important 
research. Commitment can vary-perhaps a few hours a week each 
quarter, maybe an intensive two-week immersion. A sampling of recent 
projects includes ... 
Measurement of 02 and pH in 
Muscle 
Immunology of Multiple Sclerosis 
Superconducting Films and 
Structures 
Paper Recycling Technology 
Cultural Diversity in the Workplace 
Origins of English Words 
Precast Concrete for Earthquake 
Loading 
Breeding/Producing Fruit Crops 
Configuring French Identity 
. . . and many more 
Most do not require special skills. You can be involved. To reserve your 
spot in an information meeting (parking provided) or for more informa-
tion call 
(612) 624-5092 
A flat spec_ial t~ is charped lo( instruction and participation in REX projects (usually $150); 
credn registration (optional) Is based on per-credit tuition rates; personal ex-
penses (such as travel) are eX1ra . 
Continuing Education and Extension 
~RESEARCH 
f,~EXPWRATIONS 
an equal opportunity educator and employer 
presents 
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UMD ST ATES MAN 
2-Day 
Advance 
Tickets 
only $8.00 
at 
Electric Fetus 
and 
Food-N-Fuel 
$7 at the 
door 
• · FWII 8F AW#I~ t #W9#! 
FRIDAY, MAY 5 
Gates open at 5 • Music at 7 
Molly arid the Heymakers 
G. B. Leighton 
Blue Healers . 
At The Site Of The Beautiful New 
UONNORS POINTE 
FESTIVAL PARK 
Superior, Wisconsin 
SATURDAY; MAY 6 
Gates open at. Noon • Music at 3 
Ipso Facto 
Mick Sterling 
& the Stud Bros. 
The DeLiLaHs 
Jamerica 
Blues Debris 
